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A B S T R A C T 

The knowledge tliat people had of the places in which they lived is being lost. There is 
increasing ignorance of geography, whether international, national, or local, accompanied 
by an ephemeral commitment to their home places. Modern bonds to places are declining 
in the contemporary urban society. Places are becoming less meaningful, they have lost 
their identity, once used to establish exciting places. The interrelationship of people and 
place are parting; enforcing deterioration of the public realm, injecting "plaeelessness" in 
the locale. Modern cities all over the world are in a serious plight: resulting from the 
above. Cities were meant for the people in the past . Why shouldn't it be so today? The 
street, the most important aspect of urban design, as a linkage of all scales of interaction 
are being invaded adversely by the automobile, thus setting the nature for going through, 
not for staying in. Other forces at work in modem society may do additional damage to 
feelings of being-in-place. Mass media, consumerism and intentional styles of architecture 
cause of homogenisation of culture makes many urban places similar in material form 
through symbolisation that is not tied to local culture. A sense of "dwelling" is often 
lacking in that the wholeness of place has become fractured. Modern landscape and 
cityscape tend to create environment without significant places. The study examines the 
concepts and definitions of places as against the causes for plaeelessness in its preliminary 
chapters. It will investigate into the adverse factors which results plcelecelessness in 
contemporary urban places. It focuses on the social and physical contexts, which forms 
an urban culture and the experiences of it. It will concentrate on the morphological 
structures of the built fabric of the urban form and its relationship with people. The study 
is further focused on the relationship of man to the street, its activities and his movement 
patterns, and how he perceives it as a place in-order to determine "plaeelessness" in the 
city, in terms of the built fabric, the streets and the .waterfronts; a wasted resource to make 
a place. The study will reveal die nature of successful urban places and how it could be 
materialised by enhanced design vocabularies, reinforced by better guides for urban design 
as a holistic approach. 
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INTRODUCTION 



1 I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Observation 

It has been observed that there is a noticeable change in the evolution of urban areas in 

contemporary urban design. Places all over are becoming similar, losing their significance 

in identity and uniqueness in their appearance. The quality and the meaning of spaces 

change with time acquiring new meanings as well as fresh values, thus there has been a 

decline of the public realm which is considered to be the most important social aspect of 

the urban context. 

The significance of the present day public realm of the Cities are now being shaped by 

freeways. Streets devoted to the automobile has stolen much of the humanised activities in 

Cities. This has created a vacuum or a buzzer zone between the relationships of man and 

his environment. 

Pedestrians have lost their sense of place in the City as urban spaces acquire new values of 

mass transportation systems, and mobility. It is observed that the flagship of enterprise 

culture development and the urban design challenge of the century adds up little more 

than market-led opportunistic chaos -an architectural circus - with a sprinkling of post

modern gimmicks, frenzied construction of ghastly megalumps. 

Intention of the Study 

Humans are by nature social creatures. They mingle with another of the same kind for 

dieir psychological fulfilment's. They like to be associated by others, work-out thing with 

others, to chat, to eat and so on, they seek the company of another. I h e mlfilment of these 

psychological needs have to be housed at a reasonably place of interaction, where you need 

humanised places, for those activities to take place. 

Urban areas have became a mess, as they are not appealing to the people anymore, and 

over the past few decades, despite with the best intentions, w e have only succeeded in 

making the situation incomparable worse. We need a fresh look at what they really 

matters to people who use urban areas. W e need to look at urban areas as a whole and not 



as a series of unrelated, but competing sectoral interests. Most of all we need the 

commitment of the inhabitants and users of Cities. They must be interested not just in 

creating commercial viability, tourist attractions, liveability, sustainability, greenness or 

any trendy epithets now. 

We see a necessity for the "Crated Place" in the City. In detennining to create better 

places to live, we need to understand the short comings of those places, in making better 

places. The study will in detail discuss the repercussions of placelessness and its 

applications in the actual contemporary city-scapes to understand how those could be 

rectified to make places with lot of diversities and possessed character. 

In short, the study intends to highlight the factors that has led to Placelessness in 

contemporary urban situations and examine those critically. It will also examine selected 

urban spaces with the view to determine the Placelessness or otherwise. 

Methodology 

To achieve the said conditions the study is structured on the following manner: 

The study will be carried out as a survey tracing and examining the factors which has led 

to this situation of Placelessness in urban spaces and where relevant, to elaborate and 

illustrate them with the supporting examples. 

( 1 ) In the first chapter it will look into various definitions and concepts about the notion of 

place and their attributes with illustrations to understand what places are. It will also 

examine the nature of Placelessness. This will discuss the crisis of Placelessness in 

contemporary urban situations. 

(2) Second chapter identifies and discusses the factors that has caused Placelessness in 

present-day urban places and will briefly determine the positive aspects of a place. 

(3) Here the study will examine the nature of the urban place to determine the how a city 

fiinctions, and evolve a basis to review the nature of Placelessness. It will review 

Placelessness on three components of an urban area: the street, the built fabric and the 
waterfronts 



Limitations of the Study 

The study will concentrate on urban areas. It will only examine to determine 

Plaeelessness on the aspects. That is in terms of the STREET, the BUILT FABRIC and in 

terms of WATERFRONTS. 



C H A P T E R ONE 



C H A P T E R O N E : P L A C E V E R S U S P L A C E L E S S N E S S 

1.1 DEFINITION O F P L A C E 

1.1.1 PERCEPTIONS OF PLACE 

"Enclosed and Humanized space is Place" (Tuan, 1977) 

He goes on to explain, "Places are centres of felt value, where biological needs such as 

those for food, water, rest and protection, are satisfied. Places are the significant characters 

of any given context. Human places becomes vividly real through dramatization. Identify 

of places is achieved by dramatizing the aspirations, needs and functional rhythms of 

personal and group life". (Tuan, 1977:178). 

Lukerman sees Places as complex integrations of nature and culture that have developed 

and are developing in particular locations, and which are linked by flows of people and 

goods to other places. 

Martin Heidegger declared that " 'place' places man in such away that it reveals the 

external bonds of his existence and at the same time the depths of his freedom and reality" 

(quoted inRelph, 1977: 1). 

The Carnpo in Siena (Italy) 

A enclosed place filled with humans 

(City Assembled, Spiro Kostof) 

Ftg.l 



"A place is a centre of action and intention, it is "a focus where we experience the 

meaningful events of our existence". (N.Schulz,1971: 19), places where particular 

activities are carried out, or places of social interaction such as the homes of relatives or 

friends. The place is always limited, it has been created by man and set up for his 

particular purposes. The actions, in fact, are the only meaningful in relation to particular 

places, and are coloured by the character of the place. 

All these definitions indicate that a place comes in to existence with a human component 

essentially involved. And in the same way as the mans' existence is deeply rooted to a 

place. People are social beings. We appreciate the company of our kind.. Even-though 

how physically close we tolerate or enjoy the presence of others, for bow long, and under 

what condition differs noticeably from each other and from culture to culture. The place of 

or for congregation, plays an important role in day-to-day lives of human beings helping 

their activities to take place. 

The Greek philosopher, Aristotle developed a theory for place as the "sum of all places, a 

dynamic field with directions and qualitative properties". His approach was however 

considered as an attempt to systematise primitive, pragmetive space, but it also 

foreshadows certain presented at concepts, (quoted in CN-Schulz,1971: 10) 

Fig. 1.2 

Camodai, Fiori, Rome, Italy 

On the warm morning sunliht the shouts of the 

street, sellers and the aroma of their prodece 

drift up from Campo Dai, Fiori. For more than 

a centuary a dily market has being giving life to 

this place with 'field of flowers' and colourful 

umbrellas. 

( Over Europe) 

Places refers to a geographically and socially defined area to which people have feelings of 

attachment. Conceptually as defined here, places encompasses a number of 

characteristics. First, it includes the "locale". In this sense place refers "the use of space 



and the settings for interaction, the setting for interaction in turn being essential to 

specifying its contextuality. It is usually possible to designate locales in terms of their 

physical properties, either as features of the material world or moie commonly, as 

combinations of those properties and human artefacts". In this sense, a place ("locale") 

might range from "room in a house, a street comer, the shop floor of a factory, towns and 

cities, to the territoriality demarcated areas occupied by nation-states". Furthermore, 

although places do not determine human action, they do provide a contextual setting which 

helps to structure and give meaning to human action. 

1.1.2 ATTRIBUTES OF A PLACE 

Physical Attributes. 

Physical attributes of a place can be either a built environment or a natural environment 

Built environment consists of all manmade structures which contributes to the making of a 

built fabric. Natural environment is the topography of a place. "The built environment, 

like language, has the power to define and refine sensibility. It can sharpen and enlarge 

consciousness. Without architecture, feelings about space remain diffused and fleeting". 

(Tuan, 1977: 107) Place as possessing intangible qualities and changing through time, the 

suggestion is that, above all, place has a physical or natural features, is one of the most 

obvious attributes of a place. Durrell, in a partly serious caricature of environmental 

determinism, argues, that human beings are expressions of their landscape and that, their 

cultural productions always bear the unmistakable signature of place. In short, the spirit of 

a place lies in its landscape, (quoted in Relph,1976. 30) 

Fig. 1.3 

Re bat- Morroccow 

A shanty town. 

Even it is a shanty town the 

diversify of the 

landsacpe is apprecated 

(City Shaped,) 



Place implies a geographical space which is inherently physical. This means that a place 

is associated with particular smells, images, textures, sounds and visceral (not intellectual) 

reactions. For example an object such as a valued crystal glass is recognised by its unique 

sliape, aud ring when lightly tapped. A city such as San Francisco is recognised by its 

unique setting, topography, skyline, odours and street noises. (Tuan, 1997: 18). In this 

sense place evokes pleasant imagery for human beings,- specific biological, geological, 

and seasonal references which define a place and make it different from other places. As 

such, place is intimately connected with landscape in its most physical sense. This is a 

broader concept than scenery: "the very idea of scenery is limited, a conscious selection of 

. ..kinds of country having attractive aesthetic qualities.... landscape is ubiquitous and more 

inclusive, sometimes to be observed but not necessarily admired". Similarly, place is a 

combination of both natural and built properties. Landscape is a "intricate, intimate 

mtenningling of a physical, biological and cultural features which any glance around us 

displays". In this way, place is also defined by architecture, commercial signs, bridges, 

and a host of other human-made artefacts. 

Social Attributes 

Humans are social beings. They enjoy communal life, living in as a community, where a 

unique set of cultural values are involved at varying situations. Difference in attitudes, 

aspirations and other cultural disparities which results, differed behavioural patterns and 

life-styles, leads to the development of different atmospheres in human settlements, 

creating unique arrangements at each situation. In this sense, the shaping of the built, the 

un-built, the landscape will be mostly suited and reflect the qualities of a coherent context, 

resulting from a natural need of the society as a whole. 

If place helps to structure human interaction, it is often this human side that i 3 evoked 

when an individual reflects on a place. In this way, place might be more solidly grounded 

in human relationships than in the memory of landscape. Place, then, is not only context, 

but the human interaction which takes place within the context. Thus the v/ays that human 

interact may be different from place-to-place~and this human interaction helps to define 

each location (e.g. "we do it this way in this house" or "in my village, we leave our doors 

unlocked", etc.). While this aspect of place is strongly connected to culture, it is different 

from both culture and sub-culture because it is identified with a physical setting: the "way 

things are done" in different places may be subtly different (or simply perceived as 
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different) while still being consistent with a larger sense of cultural (or sub-cultural) 

identity. 

Landscape, however, is not just a physical setting, but is socially constructed. Another 

element of place is the way in which the human collectivities names and identify the 

component parts of a place (or the place itself). For example, a local hill may be more than 

a geological formation...it is also a place where such-and-such occurred, which has a name 

or a series of stories associated with it, which has been integrated into a larger storey of the 

community. Similarly, a neighbourhood is often associated with certain ctefimtions 

(working-class, dangerous), or distinguished by a certain characteristics (e.g. " a place 

where artists and poets live"). It is this naming that gives places additional meaning and 

provide a "sense of place" - t h e "identification of place engendered by living in it". The 

naming and storey telling that go with a place, furthermore, may be shared across various 

social cleavages (ethnic, class, language etc.). Even when the interpretations of places are 

not shared, nonetheless there is a potential for shared recognition and identification of the 

characteristics of places. (Louis Bikford,1996) 

Society is formed, and common values affirmed, through the shared use of public places. 

When everyone turns their house to face a street or public space, they are by that act 

valuing community, they are making an investment in that spaces that individuals become 

a community. This function of the public realm is the most primitive and fundamental 

way of societies have been created. 

Public spaces are thus our common ground in both geographic and a spiritual sense. The 

idea of a town or city is really indistinguishable from the idea of the society. If we lack a 

consensus on an organising structure of the place (city), it is mainly because w e lack an 

organising structure for society as a whole. Our concern should be with human 

development of the place as a goal in itself 

1.1.3 CHARACTERISTICS O F A PLACE 

A very important character that a place should posses is the essence of that place. The 

essence of a particular place will help to keep that place's identity and uniqueness even 

with the constant change of the external forces. Understanding about a specific place 

accordance to its attributes will help to retain the essence of that place in a futuristic 



phenomena. The essence of the place is subjected to location, time, landscape, 

community, pnvate and personal space etc. Even though the variety and tire complexity of 

scale are desirable qualities in terms of experiencing places, when it comes to understand 

it these qualities present a major stumbling block. However, one possibility for clarifying, 

is by taking "place" as a multifaceted phenomena of experience and examining various 

properties of place; location, landscape and personal involvement. (Relph, 1976,: 26) 

According to John Donat's caution about attempting to understand places become relevant 

"Place occurs at all levels of identity, my place, your place, streets, community, town, 

country, region, and continent, but place never conform to tidy hierarchies of classification. 

They all overlap and interpenetrate one another and are wide open to a variety of 

interpretations (quoted in Relph, 1976: 29).. 

Susan I anger explains that places are culturally defined and that location in the strict 

eartograplric scene is merely an incidental quality of place. She goes on saying "...a ship 

constantly changing its location is nonetheless a self-contained place, and so is a gypsy 

camp, or a circus camp, however often it shifts its geodetic bearings. Literally we say 

camp is in a place, but culturally it is a place. A gypsy camp is a different place from an 

Indian camp though it may be geographically where the Indian camp used to be". Even-

though tins is an exemption case of being a non-anchored place it is of importance to 

notice that the essence of the place is retained witliin despite the geographical location. In 

contrast to the above, Sussane Langer discusses that the essence of place lies not merely 

with the location but with the collection of several attributes which forms a place, "...a 

'place' articulated by the imprint of human life must seem organic, like a living form.... 

The place which a house occupies on the face of the earth, that is to say, its location in 

actual space, remains the same place if the house bums up or is wrecked and removed. 

But the place created by the architect is illusion, begotten by the visible expression of 

Fig 1.4 

The diversed landscpes and the 

strongly builtfabnd adds up to a 

significant character of the plact 

(Over Europe) 

Camoglt, Italy. 
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feeling sometimes called an 'atmosphere'. This kind of place disappears if the house is 

destroyed..." (quoted in Relph,1976: 30) 

Time is another variable force which has a impact on affecting the character of a place. 

The chai iging character of a place through time is of course is related to modifications of 

buildings and landscape as well as changes in our attitudes, and is likely to seem quite 

dramatic after a prolonged absence. On the other hand persistence of the character of 

places is apparently related to the continuity both in our experience of change and in the 

very nature of change that serves to reinforce a sense of association and attachment to 

those places. 

The places identified by any individual or culture grow, flourish and decline as the site, 

activity, or buildings take on and lose significance. There may be a progression of such 

significances with the specift places growing out of and replacing earlier one's, in much 

the same way that Jericho war repeatedly built on the ruins of the previous city on that 

site, and each new city is both the same place and yet a different place from its 

predecessors. (Relph,1976: 32) 

What is being specifically illustrated here is that the changes in appearance, activity lose 

any significance , tradition never was important, and a place becomes a scarcely changing, 

overwhelming present. Time is usually a experience of places, for these experiences must 

be bound up with flux or continuity. And places themselves are the present expressions of 

past experiences and the event and the hopes for the future. 

The relation ship between the community and place is indeed a very powerful one in which 

each reinforces the identity of the other, and in which the landscape is very much an 

expression of communally held beliefs and values and of interpersonal involments. 

Wagner (Relph, 1976: 34) in a summery shows the relationship between created place and 

community which exist in all cultures. "Communal undertakings bring together the 

families of a place for common ends: to apportion lands among families, provide water and 

other utilities, make and maintain roads, erect public buildings, create burial grounds, 

establish shrines and places of worship. The settlement lives in communal efforts despite 

the several separateness in the harbours. And the acknowledged common fate and identity 

have their own expression in symbols and other display". Aldo van Eyke has 

appropriately called "a collectively conditioned place consciousness", and this gives the 

people form of place essentially the same identity that the place itself has, and vice versa. 
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Fig. 1.5 

The Market: Les Holies, Paris, 1885 

The site has been market since the 

midle adges. 

(City Assembled, Spii o Kostof) 

Relph refines the essence of a place by stating "The basic meaning of place, its essences 

does not come from locations, nor from the trivial functions that places serve, nor from the 

community that occupies it, nor from the superficial and mundane experiences - though 

these are all common and perhaps necessary aspects of places. The essence of place lies 

in the largely unselfconscious intentionality that defines places as profound centres of 

human existence" (Relph, 1976: 43). 

Fig. 1.7 

A slow process os change 

means relationships between 

man and spaces atr more fixed. 

(A Madnnipour, Design of urban) 

space) 

It is obvious that every person has deep physical and emotional association to a place 

where they were born and grew up, where they lived and had particular experiences. This 

association seems to constitute a vital source of both individual and cultural identity and 

security, a point of departure which we orient ourselves in the world. "An individual is 

not distinct from his place: he is that place" a French philosopher Gabriel MaceU 

simply presented his views on the latter. 



12 1.1.4 IDENTITY OF PLACES 

Wha! is place, what gives a place its identity, its aura? These Questions occurred to the 

physicist Neiels Bohr and Werner Heisenberg when they visited Kronberg Castle in 

Denmark. Bohr said to Heisanberg, 

"Isn't it strange how this castle changes as soon as one imagines that Hamlet lived 

here? As scientists we believe that a castle consist only of stones, and admire the 

way the architect put them together. The stones, the green roof with its patina, the 

wood carvings in the church, constitute the whole castle. None of this should be 

changed by the fact that Hamlet lived here, and it is changed completely. Suddenly 

the walls and the ramparts speak a quite a different language. The court yard 

becomes an entire world, an dark corner reminds us of the darkness in the human 

soul, we hear Hamlet's "To be or not to be". Yet all w e really know about Hamlet 

is that his name appears in a thirteenth century chronicle. N o one can proved that 

he really lived, let alone he lived here. But everyone knows the questions 

Shakespeare had him ask, the human depth he was made to reveal, and so he, too, 

had to be found a place on earth, here in Kronberg. And once w e know that, 

Kronberg becomes quite a different castle for us (quoted in Tuan, 1977: 4). 

The notion of identity is further exploited by Tuan in another aspect. Place is a type of a 

object. Places and object define space, giving it geometrical personality. Neither a new

born infant nor the man who gains sight after a lifetime of blindness can immediately 

recognise a geometrical shape. At first its a blurred image. Recognising it needs prior 

identification of corners, that is places. Likewise to a new resident of a neighbourhood is 

at first a corifusion of images to the new resident: it is blurred space "out there". Learning 

to know the neighbourhood requires identification of significant localities, such as the 

street comers and architectural landmarks, within the neighbourhood space (Tuan, 1977: 

17-18). 

Much attention has given on the identity of places by Relph in his book, he sees " Identity 

of place is as much a function of inter-subjective intentions and experiences as of the 

appearances of buildings and scenery, and if it refers not only to the distinctiveness of 

individual places but also to the sameness between different places.(Relph,1976: 44) 

The notion of place is a fundamental one in everyday life. Heiidegger has written: 

"Everywhere, whatever and however we re related to beings of every kind, identity makes 
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it claim upon us. Identity is a phenomena that evades simple definition, although some of 

its main characteristics are apparent. The identity of something sometimes refers to a 

persistent sameness and unity which allows that thing to be differentiated from others. 

Such inherent identity is inseparable from other things, Erik Erikson, in a discussion of 

ego identity, writes: "The term identity... connotes both a persistent sliaiing of some kind 

of characteristic with others." (quoted in Relph, 1977: 45). Kevin Lynch ( I960,: 6)derinss 

the identity of a place simply as that which provides its individuality cr distinction from 

other places and serves as the basis of its recognition as a separable entity. 

Identity is a basic feature of our experience of places which both influences and is 

influenced by those experiences. What is involved is not merely the recognition of 

differences and the samenesses between places-but also the much more fundamental act of 

identifying sameness in difference. And it is not just the identity of a place that is 

important, but also the identity that a person has with that place, in particular whether they 

are experiencing it as an insider or as an outsider. 

C o m p o n e n t s of Identity of Places. 

If we consider places only in terms of their specific content,, they present a remarkable 

diversity-one in which common elements are not readily apparent. Furthermore, Our 

experiences of places are direct, complete, and often unselfconscious; if there are 

component parts, there are experienced in the fullness of their combinations. However, 

from a rather less immediate perspective one can distinguish elements, bound together but 

identifiable nevertheless, that tonus the basis material out of which the identity of places is 

fashioned and in terms of which our experience of places are structured. 
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Albert Camus (cited in Relph, 1977: 47) identifies three components of identifying a place; 

the physical setting , the activities and the meanings. The three fundamental 

components of a place are irreducible one to the other, yet are inseparably 

interwoven in our experience of places. 

1.1.5 THE U R B A N PLACE 

As the study has to be focused on urban places it is important to review on the basic 

components which built -up the urban environment. It will focus on the places that have 

been created and defined by man where the communal life of the city is encouraged. 

It was slated at the very beginning that the 'enclosed and humanized space is place'; and 

the same way the urban place could be defined 'enclosed and humanized urban spaces' 
as "urban places". 

Urban places consist of built, un-built and natural components. Buildings, streets, 

squares, monuments etc. are some of the elements forming the built fabric. Parks, 

waterfronts, open areas of landscape thus forms the un-built areas. The natural landscape, 

the water bodies, the terrain are the elements of topography which establishes a natural 

environment in urban places. But the most essential component of a urban place, for it to 

exist and function, is the necessary inclusion of the human factor, who belongs to different 

social, cultural groups and adds life to hose places presenting them with unique identities 

of their own. 

The architectural interest often concentrates on the physical fabric of the city and its 

aesthetic and functional dimensions. The city is an act of will, a work of art made up of 

two elements of the architecture of movement and the architecture of repose (Bacon, 1975: 

322). 

Schulz determines the urban level relating to the activities of man and his built 

environment emphasising the importance of the identify of the place. "On the urban level 

we find structures which are mostly determined by man's own activities, that is, by his 

interaction with a manmade environment. On this level, therefore, the basis form is what 

could be called 'our place*. During his development the individual discovers a structured 

whole which he share with others and which more than anything else gives him a sense of 
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identity. In fact, during the history of the towns has simply being civitas, the known and 

the sale world which secured man's foothold in relation to the unknown world around. 

The primary quality of the urban image, therefore, is the single identifiable place. To 

satisfy this condition, the settlement ought to have figural character in relation to the 

landscape. The principles of closure and proximity of the constituent elements, therefore, 

are of prime importance. The settlement in any case has to have higher density than its 

surroundings. This does not mean the town is a closed system, isolated from its 

environments. The town, thus communicate with elements of other levels. But 

communication purposes that the town has something to contribute, that is, has a clearly 

defined identity. Communication does not mean to dissolve into the surroundings." (CN-

Schulz,l971: 29) 

Despite the vicinity, the different approaches to the understanding of urban phenomena, as 

reflected in the different areas of interest, have kept apart, leaving a large gap in between. 

Whereas urban architecture tends to see the city (the place) as a physical entity, urban 

geography, along with urban sociology, has shifted its focus more onto the people who live 

inside tins fabric. In this way, urban geography concentrates on the study of urban spatial 

structure rather than the study of the urban fabric, which is the domain of the urban 

architecture. An attempt to link them has been made by urban morphology which has 

combined elements of both. A more systematic approach to link and to benefit from, the 

insights offered by the disciplines, is to concentrate on the process of making the city 

(place). 

1.2 P L A C E L E S S N E S S 

1.2.1 PLACELESSNESS - A DEFINITION 

Incompatibility and Non-harmonising characters of the built environment leads to 

plaeelessness in a city or a urban situation. This has become a wide spread phenomena in 

most of the contemporary urban places all around the world. Urban places are about 

people, it is dedicated for the people to live in it. Desmond Morris , in his book, The 

Hunan Zoo has stated "Clearly, then, the city is not a concrete jungle, it is a human 

zoo." But today it seems like that the human zoo is being dominated by the concrete jungle 

caging them in its concrete domain. 
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rig. 1.9 

A perfect misfit 

(Hnbhat II Dr. WaJly N'dow) 

It' the places are indeed a fundamental aspect of man's existence in world, if they are 

sources of security and identity for individuals and groups of people, then it is important 

that the means of experiencing, creating, and mamtaining significant places are nor lost. 

Moreover there are many signs that these very means are disappearing and that 

"plaeelessness" - the weakening of distinct and diverse experiences and identities of places 

- is now a dominant force. 

To keep up with retaining the identity of place there are two major reasons to understand 

the phenomenon of place. First it is interesting in its own right as a fundamental 

expression of man's involvement in the world; and second, improved knowledge of the 

nature of place can contribute to the maintenance and the manipulation of existing places 

and the creation of new places 

1.2.1 Characteristics of Plaeelessness 

More recently architectural space has come to be that of individual buildings conceived 

and constructed in isolation. In comparison to the attention lavished on these individual 

structures the nature and the experience of the spaces between buildings has been left over 

for chance, resolution in what s termed as SLOIP, space left over in planning.(Brett cited 

in Relph, 1976: 23) Space of modern urban planning is primarily the two-dimensional 

cognitive space of maps and plans. This is obvious in the widespread use of grids and 

curvilinear street patterns, in the careful separation of functional categories of land-use, in 

the casual laying down of transport networks 

There is ;i widespread and familiar sentiment that the localism and variety of places and 

the landscapes that characterises pre-industrial societies and unselfconscious, handicraft 
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cultures are being diminished and perhaps eradicated. This has being emphasised by 

Norberg Schulz, "We are creating a 'flat scape' lacking intentional depfli and providing 

possibilities only for commonplace and mediocre experiences. C.W Moore "The richly 

varied places of the world...are rapidly being obliterated under a meaningless patterns of 

buildings, monotonous and chaotic." Gordon Cullen "We appear to be forsaking nodal 

points for a thinly spread coast-to-coast continuity of people, food, power and 

entertainment, a universal waste land .. a chromium plated chaos." These comments 

indicate the possibility of a placeless geography lacking both diverse landscape and 

significant places, and also imply that we are at present subjecting ourselves to the forces 

of placelessness and care losing our sense of place. (Relph, 1976: 79). 

Addition to this Alexix de Trcqueville "Variety is disappearing from the human race the 

same ways of acting, thinking, and feeling are to be bet with all over the world. This is not 

only because nations work more upon each other and copy each other more faithfully, but 

as the men of each country relinquish more and more the peculiar opinions and feelings of 

caste, a profession, or a family, they simultaneously arrive at something nearer to the 

constitution of man, which is every where the same. Thus they become more alike, even 

without having imitated each other." (quoted in Relph, 1976: 79). 
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All these factors add up to create placelessness in urban places, thus making them 

unpleasant for people to live in them The essence of place is lost, attachments or bonds 

towards places are declining, as an example a conversation between some people will help 

to illustrate the situation: 

"Why didn't you leave the forest?" 

"We can't go out of our place." 

"why?" 

"We love to stay in our forest. 

We like it here, It is a quiet place to sleep. Its warm. Not loud." 

(Tuan, 1977: 160) 

Another important factor which will either create places or leads to placelessness, is time. 

It could be highlighted in the following: "In the course of time, most public symbols lose 

their status as places and merely clutter up spaces. In another example illustrates the lack 

of time to pause and examine something also leads to deteriorating regards for a place. 

"How long does it take to know a place". Modern man is so mobile that he has no time to 

establish roots, his experience and appreciation of a place is superficial. This is the 

conventional wisdom. Abstract knowledge about a place can be acquired in short order if 

one is diligent. The visual quality of an environment is quickly tallied if one has artistic 

eye. But the "feel" of a place takes longer to acquire. It is made up of experiences mostly 

fleeting and undramatic, repeated day after day and over the span of years. It is unique and 

bland of sights, sounds, smells and a unique harmony of natural and artificial rhythms 

such as times of sunrise and sunset of work and play. (Tuan, 1977: 183) 

From all what has been discussed, an attempet has been made to form a basis to examine 

the .factors which leads to experience better places and cuasatives of placelessness in 

contemporary urban situations. For the purpose of understanding urban placelessness it 

will be broadly examined in the following chapter of the study. 



CHAPTER TWO 
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< J l A l ' l i l : I \VC» : T I I E C A t S . \ I I VK OK P1ACKLESSNKSS I N 

PRESENT D A Y URBAN SCAPE 

H I ! ' PR( >BI I ' M OK U R B A N D E S I G N T O D A Y 

(n today ics, designers are faced with the challenge of creativity outdoor environments 

as collective, unifying lramcwork lor new development. Too often the designers' 

contribution becomes an after-the-fact cosmetic treatment of spaces that arc ill-shaped and 

ill-planned lor the public use in the first place. ITie usual process of urban development 

treats buildings as isolated objects silod in Lhe landscape, not as part of the larger fabric ot 

streets, squares and viable open space, Decisions about growth patterns are made from 

two-dimensional land-use plans, without considering the three-dimensional relationship 

between buildings and spaces without a real understanding of human behaviour. 

(Francis,I°77: I ) 

Over I I K past lew years, radically changing economic, industrial, and employment patterns 

have further cxaceberated the problem ol lost place in the urban core, fhis is especially 

true along ihe high ways, railroad lines, and waterfronts, where major gaps disrupt the 

overall continuity ol the city form. Pedestrian links are often broken, and walking is 

frequent! disjointed, disorienting experience. 

7 1 7 2 5 
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2.2 T H E C A U S E S 

2.2.1 DETERIORATION OF SOCIAL INTERACTION 

Erosion of social interaction begins with the places of contact of the city dweller is being 

lost The lost spaces are under used and deteriorating locale of urban centres formed with 

leftover unstructured landscape ant the base of the high-rise towers, or separated levels of 

activities which keeps apart die pedestrian flow, or (he surface parking lots thai ring the 

urban core. Lost spaces are also the abandoned waterfronts, industrial complexes that have 

moved out to the suburbs, train yards and warehouse yards and so on. Deteriorated parks 

and water ways arc in addition to the above. 

fig. 2.4 Fig. 25 

Abandoned warehouses (Habi tat I I , H.Ginidcl) 

For the city dweller, the space of the city is only spread out and extensive on those rare 

occasions when he happens to look down at it from some vintage point. [vt<»c commonly 

his experience about the city is limited to his home, work place. Hie space or the streets. 

Streets will become the most important space where he encounters a complex mix ol 

vibrant activities, views, sounds, smells, and the contact with others. So hi.-; experience oi 

the city will be limited to these spaces which defines the public realm 
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Fig. 2.6 Fig. 2.7 

Carpark lors Along radwuyliiw.s-yard 

2.2.1.1 Decline of Public Realm 

The public realm is said to be the most important part oI towns and cities. The greatest 

amount of human contact and interactions takes place at cities. It is ail the parts of the 

urban fabric to which public has physical and visual access. Thus ii extends from the 

streets, parks, squares of a city into bui ldings which enclose and line them. 

(Tibbalds, 1992: 1) 

Presently we are witnessing a serious decline of this rich domain. Many of the w o r l d s 

cities especially their centres- have become threatening places - littered, piled with roii:in« 

rubbish, covered in graffiti, polluted, congested and choked by traffic, full of mediocre and 

ugh/ poorly maintained buildings, unsafe, populated at night by homeless people living in 

and cardboard boxes, doorways and during the day many of the same people begging o n 

the streets. Developers and owners gate their developments. They exclude the public from 

shopping centres and street level office atria and at evenings and weekends. Most of the 

building does not have a welcoming image. It needs to be recognised that the sinm'e 

pursuit of profit and economic growth is not usually compatible with improving the qu;i!iiv 

of urban life-style. 
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While this is taking place it is observed that the private realm has been a eoncspondingh 

increasing- with a emphasis on privacy, retreat personal comfort, private consumption am] 

security. looking after 'me first', in a rather nasty thing called the 'enterprise culture 

The public realm is said to be an someone else's problem (.SEP). 

What we ought to understand here is that the decline of the public realm wiM indirectly l e ' ' 

to plaeelessness in our lived environments. Large pari' ol the human aciTvi!ies that occur • 

cities, happens at the realm of its public places. The modem city dweller is forced to create 

a social life cm personal, controllable territory instead of engaging in a communal existence 

of the street. .If such, to those whose experiences are often limited only to his home place 

and beyond only up to his place of work the connections by him to the outside world wii. 

be limited to die manmade settings which he identifies in his limited experience, belwcer. 

the house and the place of work of the city. As a consequence, individual attitudes toward 

the use of urban space have been radically altered. In this sense, Pubic realm is such ;\r-

important factor where, in extending human experience ol the urban environment. 11<: 

orienlation and sense of belonging will be strengthened with a strong public realm of ;< 

place. 



Another misfortune lor ihe decline ot public realm is that the sanctity of private enterprise 

has contributed significantly to lost place in our urban centres. While die economic, health 

of a eit> strengthens its down town, it also creates demand for lloor space in the centre 

thereby pushing towards a vertical city. A by product had been the appropriation of public 

space lot private expression. According to Francis "Each site seen as a place lot "image' 

building a potential flagship. The very idea of modesty fitting in to the collective city is 

anlitheli '.! to corporate aspirations and the chest-beating individualism." (Trancik, 1986,: 

17). The city becomes a showplace tor the private ego at the expease of the public realm. 

1 

Image buildings are veyr 

ofloily dona lodat 

(City in Conflict, JutuisoiV 

bifi.J.U 
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In the u t i c s o f the past, the design ol streets, squares, parks, and other spaces in the public 

realm . / . r e in tegra ted with the des ign of individual buildings. Francis goes on to explain, 

" S t a n d a r d s lo r the integrat ion oi a rchi tec ture and urban spaces were set by the patrons a n d 

builders of the Rena i s sance- tha t model society architects should take as their m o s t 

important p r e c e d e n t . " (T raneik, 19X6: 17). But the modern city, each element is the 

responsibility oi a different publ ic o r private organisation, and the unity of the total 

environment Ls lost. The result is a patchwork quilt of private buildings and privately 

appropriated spaces, usiially served from an historical context. 

Further, the institutional neglect o l the public realm is a monumental problem both because 

of min imal investment of maintaining public space and a general lack of interest in 

controlling the physical form and appearance of the city. In any redesign of urban s cape 

die conflict between public good and private gain must be resolved. 

/'/#. 2.12 

institutional neglect of 

f/uvhlicsfitice,- road leading to bus 

da/sol, Nugegodo. 

Care for places in our e n v i r o n m e n t s have to be taken much care of, creating places which 

will last to serve (he people. Publ ic realm is deeply attached to the sustenance of places. 

Relph (1976,: 3X) points out the importance of caring for places: "Care for a place involves 

more than having a concern lor it that is bested on certain past experience and future 

expectations-there is also real responsibility and respect for that place both for itself and for 

what is for yourself and to others. 

Public realm is social interaction. Some times it is not easy to do the righr. every time. In 

the field of urban des ign, what architects and planners should understand is that the city is 
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a plate J'u interaction and il has lo be designed in such a way that this interaction is taking 

place. 

2.2.1.2 Disregard for Uunr.su .Scale 

"Urban ureas exist lor human beings. They do not exist for cars, or lorries or big 

constructional projects". (Tibbaids, i 992: 39). 

"The Jaiai mistake we have been making is to sacrifice every other form of transportation 

to the private motorcar" (Lewis Mumford, 1.963). 

Design is based on the scale. The scale of measurement used in the design of nearby 

everything wc use in daily life is the human body. Books, computers, kitchen utensils, 

furniture, ears, clothing, are all the size they are because of this size we are. The city was 

once designed according this scale as well. That is one of the reasoas we feel comfortable 

ui waikitig in European cities. 

http://Uunr.su
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Yci ui;v,Jiui lazier oi' plaeelessness is that the present-day cities are evolving to eater, not 

the ..' <:.i the human being, but the automobile. The impact of this on the physical 

envii : ent is daggering. Mobility and communication have increasingly dominated 

public r.aee, whieh has consequently lost much of its cultural meaning and human 

purpose 

A c«..s.--.idcrabk- percentage of urban land is devoted to the storage and the movement of 

the a.immobile otherwise conk! have used for making more meaningful public places. 

Becar : •:>(' this, buildings are separated, encompassed by vast open areas with out social 

purpose---. Streets no longer essential urban spaces for pedestrian use functions as the 

fastest automobile link, regardless of social cost. 

l'Uii(.uii.,.iUaiiv, l t comfortable human scale environment is one which related to the scale of 

pede;. i . . j ;s . uoi. for the moving vehicles. Buildings arc evolving vertically more than 

::,,, L i i . e.;Jly, disregard for the scale of the human keeping up with the attitudes 

of m i - - : , "n movement, having m:.>rc open space in cities. 

High buildings , provided these are carefully located, designed with a top and a bottom and 
have regard to the effects on the micro-climate. What is equally important is that the 
skyline of the cay should not appear arbitrary or accidental- with buildings of different 
height1; and shapes scattered randomly all over the area. (Tibbalds, 1992: 39). 

A pleasant pedestrian environment has been achieved by die way in which the street level is 

handled, - it being largely irrelevant whether the main building rises to ten, twenty, or a 

hundred stories. Equally a lour or live storey building can be totally alienated to die 
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pcdc:»l: ia criviroiimcnl if it fits unhappily with the neighbourhoods or provides a, dull ugly 

oruii' :-:ad!y street facade. 

F</;. :.r Fig. 2.1ft 

(Jnbiend/v street level designs of newly ere ted buildings 

Union I'btcc and Slave Island 

Hie 'bun of new buildings can also be a problem in the pursuit of the goal of an 

appropriate human scale. They arc large and slab like. They block pedestrians movement 

deny' • them from interacting with each other. We've got to find ways of making new 

urban environments permeable - encouraging a fine grain of pedestrian movement through 

building, flexible attitudes by building owners need providing public access on to or across 

their iand. (1 ibbalds, 1992: 41). 

Fig. 2.1V 

Manhattan Island 

USA 

Whciher redeveloping in the inner city, claiming infill sites within existing spaces, or 

developing in new growth areas, designers should attempt to create pedestrian-oriented 
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cnv'iroj;i*.wiji3, t h u s n l u c e enormous challenges. A , complex system of regulatory, 

economic . . a d social roadblocks effectively prohibits not only pedestrian-oriented places, 

but any environment which is not solely automobile oriented. 

2 . 2 . 1 . 3 Restricting the Pedestrian Movement 

....die freedom with which a person can walk a look around is a very useful guide to a 

civilized quality of an urban area. - oil Colin Buchanan (Traffic in Towns, 1 9 6 3 ) . 

Today our streets arc filled with automobile and there is hardly any space for the pedestrian 

to use mem freer/ and safely. With the development, of the city more and more roads 
were constructed yet again all of them were filled by the motorcar traversing the access for 
the pedestrians thus declining the bonds of social interaction of them. This lead to create 
dull, lifeless places in urban areas further undermining the social and commercial role of 

the traditional street. 

Fig. :.\..v; 

Housinn TCMS, 

Has eome to represent the 

Automobile 

City Assembled, Kostof) 

Traffic signals rarely discriminate in front of those on foot, who often have a mere few 
seconds to cross in front of vehicles revving their engines in anticipation of a quick get
away when the lights change. Even in spaces exclusively reserved for the pedestrians, 
obstacles to sate, comfortable walking come in many forms,- posts, ballads, seats, litter 
bins, advertising frameworks, cars parked in whole part of the pavement, planting features 
and tubs, broken paving, puddles, and sometimes even large holes. 
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lit>. 2.20 

JL\<::LTIJTIW!ii:'.::- I:.- If.slml h) 

tin; pm.M.A.- vj object* 

on the /.!,';•, ',;.'•.'//.•: 

Barriers on romh I Nuvraodn/ 

lig. 2.21 

Aroad at its deiupiteted 

state, denyingpedrstrian 

mo vsment 

However on the whole, people have found totally enclosed pedestrian environments and 

underpasses or bridges a r e rather uncomfortable disorienting and alienating , preferring 

usually to remain a! the ground level and in spaces open to the sun, rain and sky. It is very 

important •• keep people and activities at street level. Bridges, decks and subways are 

usually unpopular and now being demolished in many cities. ( Galle Road) Moving around 

the city is easier where a limited number of routes acts as main spines. These can be 

reinforced by the placing of landmarks or marker buildings, by facilitating physical and 

visual linkages; by encouraging appropriate street level activities in the adjoining buildings, 

by seeking design continuity, their paving materials, street furniture, and public art; by 

special or enhanced street lighting o r floodlighting of buildings; and by establishment of 

green landscaped linkages along the routes. (Tibbads,1992: 50). 

Cities could easily be much more pedestrian friendly than they are at present. Pedestrian 
toads niusi be extended, through traffic excluded and traffic calming techniques used to 
ieduce Wards aud intrusion of motorised vehicles. Waiting times of pedestrian green 
p!;a:>. •: .ad tntsu-.b.'is should he kept to a minimum. Since it will add some life and 
'vitality 1 the city controlled level of traffic should be operated on roads. 
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2.2 .1 .4 b u i y i n g ilic Access iW /ill. 

"Cities i;-- .'.bciii h y m a n contact One of the principle reasons why city centres are 

iuiporlnn? to us is that: they provide opportunities to bump in to people." 

(T'ibbalds. 1992:57). 

Urban areas need to be accessible to all, regarding of age, ability, background or income. 

The shonM offer choice in terms of mobility and access to different activities, buildings and 

resources They should not just be wholly oriented towards die particular needs of 

motorists. Nor, indeed , should they be restricted to die needs of any oilier individual 

sector oi\society. 

!l is imp •'•.iii! to !:;;,, access t o place all throughout the day, because people engage 

themse! . : in [heir r e f i n e activities at different times of the day. Human interactions take 

place ;<< ' i fc 'ent • : < m d in different places. Tibbalds (1992: 58) emphasises the 

accession, y o i place u> every person ot the society: "The, aim - as opportunities for change 

occur, v i ' t . i u i>c io : ..scale a barrier iiee urban are- one where people can easily see and gel 

anywiicii. n c y want t o ;.<u and where a person pushing a pram or obliged to use crutches or 

a person j.jsliiiig a .vlieeleiuiir can g o around as easily as everyone else." 
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Furthermore, people need to have a say in the design of physical environment wldoh they 

live, work, shop, play: thus illustrating the importance of accessibility. Architecture and 

urban design are creative art forms. The design process requires a high degree of creative 

excellence and originality and this must be allowed for and encouraged to the full. Ant the 

designee should always remember that they owe a great responsibility towards the public 

in croalif»' places lor them. 

Wall Disney's comment on die public access of a place will help us to understand the 

unporUi.-v die public realm and the need for the social interaction: "You can dream, 

create, d. sign ant! built the mostly wonderful place in the world but it requires people to 

make tlv dream a reality". 

2.2.I.S Separation o f I Ise and Activities 

When pious and proposals drawn and presented before the pubic for the separation of 

activities ^.d land u.,e pattern;; in the city it is obvious that it will result in segregation of 

die interaction among the city dweller. Fragmentation of areas is another resultant: tiius 

losing the connection and links between places. People will gather around Isolated islands 

in their daily routines and walk back to their destinations at the end of the day within a 

manmade. set atmosphere. Variety and diversity will disappear making them dull, gloomy , 

characterises places 
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Separation of activities 

era tiny chaos 

Hettnlf 

Uses and activities are more important than buildings to the life of a city. Greater diversity 

will help to create a more liveable city. Some European cities are now demanding ,and 

achieving more residential iloor space in all central area development. 

Cities arc mote than |usl collections ol buildings criss-crossed by roads and augmented by 

occasional park. Ihe arc essentially for and about people. They accommodate their 

activities. Hie more well used and varied they are, the more they arc likely to have the 

qualities o f a better place. Absence of people , can at best, make for a miserable or dull 

environment and at worst, create threat, alarm or panic in the solitaire wanderer. 

(Tibbalds, 1992:27) _ _ _ 

the loss oi traditional qualities of urban space has also been die result of zoning policies 

and urban renewal projects implemented. But if these are mis-guided die ultimate result 

will be urban decay. Urban-renewal projects rarefy corresponds in spatial structure to the 

evolved eonununity patterns replaced, nor do they respond to the social relationship that 

gives m. :»:ing to community existence. Zoning legislations lias the effect of separating 

function that had often being integrated. 

t'ifi. 2.2S 

A cuilecton of buildings 

make.', no fabric 

Manhattan hlund. 
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Absti act notions of compatible uses crate urba:: .j:eas ii;.:! <. ::o aceommoda'-. 

physical or social diversity, and that therefore will not no longer be truly urbat. 

(Trancik,1986: 12). Result of zoning legislations has subdivided cities into homogeneor 

districts separated by traffic arteries. Areas between districts are usually major lost place-

in the urban fabric. The social impact has been to bars "non confirming activities Iron' 

each district, thereby excluding the variety that gives life to the traditional CM v. 

The best urban places offer a mixture of uses and a variety of activities and experiences 

Zoned separation of uses literally kill urban areas. The most attractive places oiler 

variety of activities and experiences. l iving, working, trading, shopping and playing a'-' 

gain from being linked. Mixed uses make for lively, safe environment?!, whether in who'-* 

cities or individual buildings. The public realm is safe and enjoyable because it attracts 

different people at different times for different purposes. 

Traditionally, mixed use development of the cities has occurred in a iargely organic and 

possible accidental way. New ways need to be found to encourage lias richness to that 

everyone benefits individuals in a form of building owners; occupants and citizens in the 

form o f user and passer-by. It will need new attitudes by both city plain; is and developer 

as well as a willingness for these two groups to abandon confrontational :<t!<tudcs in favotr 

of closer and more positive collaboration. (Tibbalds, 199? :36) 

2.2.2 D I S R E S P E C T F O R T H E L O C A L E 

2.2.2.1 Ignorance of local Environment/ Cultutr 

The city being the ultimate gathering place for people, its countless and varied urban spacer? 

arc the celebration of human expression in relation to enlarged community activities. t> 

provides the setting for a variety of buildings and activities within. In this context., the 

study is expected to discuss about the factors and causes amounting to disregard of the 

place in urban areas. 

Urban design, or the art of building cities, is the method by which mui. creates a buil: 

environment. "A city is like a human body full of life." (Moughtin, 1992: 12) Urban 
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design should use an accumulated technological knowledge to control and adapt the 

environment for social economic political and religious reasons. 

The city is an element o f a people's spiritual and physical culture and indeed, it is one ol 

the highest expression of culture. Urban design is man, his values, aspirations and power 

and ability to achieve them. The task of the builder is to understand and express, in built 

form, the needs and the aspiration o f the client group. In doing so he should understand 

the needs of the community and ensure that his design is accepted culturally. To do this he 

should have the knowledge o f the urban context, if not the product might be subjected l<> 

and will contribute to a placeless situation in the urban area. 

2.2.2.2 Placeless Geography 

lacking diverse landscapes, lacking significant places, losing sense of place are some of the 

cliaracteristi.es o f a placeless geography that we are experiencing todav. Geographies 

uniformity is not something that is new. In the olden time targe empires like the Check 

civilization and the Roman empire looked alike, yet they were different, places. But today 

technological societies have exploited matters to such an extent thai it virtually crates 

homogeneous, landscapes and places. Dominance, planning and design concepts creates 

flat-scapes. As a result o f all these, places look and feel-alike to such an extent thus crariny 

plaeelessness and meaningless places. And distinctive places are experienced only throng* 

superficial and stereotyped images. 

In contrast to this place Is dynamic. They always have a meaning. While physic u 

landscape may change at a geologic pace, the human landscape, the names and meaning 

given to places, the stories told about a place and the human relationship in a place may a«" 

change substantially. In short, both the place as context, and the social interaction within it. 

can be seen as a process more than a static concept—a place is constantly in the process o' 

development. Thus, keeping the essence and the uniqueness and individuality within it. 

Losing identity of a place may be followed with many complexities in reshaping it. We 

need to understand and answer some of the questions raised who creates them?, for what 

purposes?, what do we keep of the old?, and how do we interpret past landscape? etc. 

Relph "All formal, scientific geography that is concerned with there relative location and 

description of phenomena and regions presupposes a geography of immediate experience 

http://cliaracteristi.es
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of the lived world. Such an experiential geography is differentiated into places according 

to our experiences of particular physical settings and landscapes and our intentions toward., 

them." (Relph, 1976: 117) This is an authentic geography, a geography of places which 

are felt and understood for what the are-that is, as symbolic of functional centres of life for 

both individuals and communities. It is a geography that manifest in a diversity of man 

made forms of landscapes, forms which arc in accord with their physical and culture 

settings, which have humanness in their scale and symbol. 

The depth of meaning and diversity of places associated with such authentic experience 

ate, however, greatly weakened in most contemporary cultures 

The changing nature of development companies and the entry of the finance industry in''-

building environment production and management have partly led to what is widely known 

as privatisation of space. Large-scale developers and financiers expect their commodities 

to be safe for investment and maintenance; hence their indication to reduce as much r 

possible all the levels of uncertainty which could threaten their interests. I'his is a part o. 

the process of commoditification of space, in which space is approached, and treated, as « 

commodity. Tins then will create competition among similar developments, hence urba.\ 

place whose increasingly large sections will be managed by private companies denying & 

public consumption of those places 

Another contributing factors of a placeless geography is commercial stuns itt cities. The 

buildings are evolving as marketing gimmicks. National chains and retailers creak 

additional concern, lhey demand to build in for example Colombo the same store fba; 

they built in other cities all over the country, a store designed as a marketing gimmick 

rather man a piece of architecture which becomes a building block of a communis 

Besides imposing a visual blight on our landscape, these chain buildings close themseb • 

offto the street. This is called Corporate Architecture. 

"The developers are the Medici of today'" (I).Porphyrins, .•.<; < ' ' . . Johns l °K .v . ' / ' ) . 

these days of increasing awareness of architecture thev ""collect" archiie ;s sponsor dest 

competitions, and next to the speculative market deliver buddings tor orporate elioi-

Their need to respond to the market and work lor profit often leaves luik- or no room i-
social or civic responsibility. Thus it is left primarily in She p.jbltc in r kvx. bailings 

social impact and lasting quality. All the powerful private corporations looked for tv-. 
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corporate images after Modernism. This concept of corporate imago will lead to less 

significant places that mar result in placclcss conditions. 

Negative interpretations o f present day landscapes both, to the widespread and probah! 

ageless sentiment mat the past must have been better than the present, and are nicc-lv 

uncomplicated: past places were good, present placelessness in bad, therefore we should 

make places in the old way. Such a 'fix' is too simple, landscape is not merely an 

aesthetic background for life, rather it is the setting that both expresses and conditions and 

cultural attitudes and activities and significant modifications to landscape and not possible, 

without major changes in social attitudes (Relph, 1976:122) . 

landscape changes the identity o f places according the way in which wc experience them 

Diversity of landscapes will generate better places. Lack of diversity may lead to mediocre 

or ill-shaped urban situations. To grasp overall character of placelessness it is necessary »« 

put it into contemporary context of present-day landscape and to clarify the main aspects of-' 

experience o f this landscape, for it is this landscape and their expressions that embrace a?-..! 

perhaps condition placelessness. 

2.2.3 I N A U T H E N T I C A T T I T U D E S T O W A R D S P I -VE . 

In authentic attitude of placelessness is now widespread-to a very considerable degree we 

neither experience nor create places with more than a superficial and casual involvement 

(Relph,1976:80). In all societies at all time there has been some placelessness. As insofar 

as lack o f care for place provides a context and comparison it is essential for a sense of 

place: 

As authenticity consist o f an openness to the world and an aware M'-SS of the hur> 

condition, so in-authenticity is an attitude which is closed to the world and to m a ; ' 

possibilities. (Relph, 1977: 80). An inauthentic altitude to place is essentially no sense 

place, for it involves no awareness of the deep and symbolic significances of place and < < 

appreciation of their identities. In inauthentic experience places are seen only in terms > 

more or less useful features, or through some nbsirac' a p<; ,; mod' and rigid bubit: 

thought and behaviour; above all such experiences arc casual. superficial, and partial. 
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2.2.3.1 Disregard fur place. 

"When you gel there, there Isn't any there there." (Tibbalds, 1992 :9) 

Places are the most significant possessions out of, any of the individual buildings, or 

vehicles for a city. Places make a city a memorable experience. It is not only the social 

context that makes a place significant, but also the contribution of the physical context is of 

no lower order. Strengthening the character of a place has to be enhanced by die built 

fabric. Design of buildings or any other element must acknowledge the local environment 

to which it is lying upon We have *o grasp die essence of that place. The spirit of place 

play a considerable role in reflecting the character of place. It has to comply with the 

elements of the built facades, with the continuity of built fabric, scale, order, rhythm, 

skyline, textures, proportions to establish a unifying structures. I f it is done accordingly it 

will contribute for the adding up to the character of that place, making it a attractive, 

identifiable place tilled with character. A haphazard development disregarding die essence 

of place may result in a isolated object in the vicinity. Capturing die essence and the 

meaning of the place makes comfortable, revealing atmospheres to the city dweller. 

We must concentrate on attractive, intricate, places related to scale of people walking not 

diving, we must explore individuality, uniqueness and the differences between places. An 

attractive public realm is very important to a fleeting of well-being or comfort. 

Traditionally building craftsmanship was not just about buildings but also about spatial 

collaboration in-between 

Much of die problem derives from the loss of place derives from die loss of urban scale or 

grain. Traditionally cities were composed of blocks of buildings with streets around diem. 

The so-called comprehensive redevelopment schemes tended to destroy the familiarity and 

successful urban form and the results have been largely unsatisfactory. They have rarely 

produced places which are now widely recognised.as being attractive. 

Most uauuiouai cities are compact and tightly organised with a simple block layout 

punctuated by hard and soil open spaces. In many places this clear structure was lost, or 

significantly eroded. The opportunity must be sized, the new buildings to create a proper 

urban space again , with proper ftotitagcs-lo make tight knit urban fabric where public 

spaces and landscapes are intended, rather then just being the left-over bits here and there 

of no use to the architect or developer. 
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The proper civilized use of places-sheets, squares, alleys promenades and soon can be 

achieved visually, functionally, and psychologically, through sensitive and imaginable 

design. 

2.2.3.2 Attitudes of Modern Movement in Design 

Another contributing factor for placelessness in contemporary urban design is the attitudes 

of the modern movement. This movement is founded on abstract ideals for the design of 

free-standing buildings; in the process it Is ignored or denied the important of street space, 

urban squares and gardens, and other important outdoor rooms. 

One of the major lope holes of architecture today is that the spaces between buildings are 

rarely designed. This especially true in the context of Modern Movement of architecture 

today. 

Modern space is, in effect, anti-space; the traditional architecture of streets, squares and 

rooms created by differentiated figures of volumetric voids. In traditional limes the streets 

and squares were carved out of the building mass, giving direction and continuity to urban 

life and creating physical connections, meaningful places. (Piazza Novcna), on the other 

(unci, the urban design of today, the form consist of separate buildings, floating among 

parking lots and roadways. An identifiable ring of lost space encircles the urban core. 

(Trancik, 1986 :!()). 

This is a result o f die designers and the architects being influenced by the Modern 

M o v e m e n t , abandoned the principles of urbanism and the human dimension of outdoor 

space established in the traditional urban cities. Functional ism, which laid the groundwork 

for our loss o f traditional space, became obsessed with efficiency. 

'I'lie traditional city, which were neglected by the Modernist, has reintroduced the 

grammar of ornament, metaphor, and style, which can reunite the many aspects of building 

as an art to the large issues of contemporary society. 

ihe very term 'International style" suggests that buildings i.i several locations of the world 

will look very much the same to each other. Somehow, without any conscious intention on 

anyone's part, the ideals of free flowing space and pure architecture have evolved in to our 

present situation of individual buildings isolated in car parks. 
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I lie 'V/itf.v.vj' vitality" that is the essence of urbanisrn has been sterilised by die holistic 

planning models of Modern Movement in architecture.(Tibbalds,1992: 12). 

2.2.3.3 Mass Culture and Mass Media 

Another problem that a Meet urban space in general is the proliferation of signs in the 

modern city. .All public spaces in cities communicate messages - functional, symbolic or 

persuasive. These messages are conveyed in the manner in which buildings are grouped, in 

their facades, and especially on the commercial strip, in the signs they display. Objects in 

public space- lampposts, paving , planting - symbolically communicate the meaning of 

place. Often massages of the city are more cogently expressed by the complex fragments 

ol the exterior environment than by the more massive architecture of individual buildings. 

(Trancik, 1986: 86 ) . 
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CHAPTER T H R E E E X P E R I E N C I N G T H E PLACE PLACELESSNESS IN 

A LOCAL C O N T E M P O R A R Y URBAN SITUATION 

3.1 THK NATURE OK URBAN PLACE 

lins .suction o l the study will generally review what urban spaces are, how have they 

evolved, what are the components ol urban structure, how do they work, the design of 

urban space, its social components, the people, their altitudes, behaviour, reaction towards 

urban space, for us to understand the nature, form and function of a urban place. The 

knowledge of urban space and place is essential to understand and determine what 

placelessness is all about. The study will generally look at urban space and place theories 

and happenings in understanding the nature of Ihe city. 

H i e cuy is an element of a people s spiritual and physical culture and indeed, it is one 

oj die highest expression of a culture. " 

-(Moughtin, 1992: 12). 

Cities and urban places are in constant flux of change, today the quality and meaning of 

spaces as well values they hold to the public with lime acquires new meanings as well as 

identity. Hie scale of the present day cities, their growth and strip development is so lan?e 

and lose thai it never make the amassed, sustaining eileeis of the older cities. Ihe quality 

ol life captured vviilnn, views and vistas become reduced to a monotonous stretch of 

eityscapes with little variation and freshness to the daily encounters of the individual. 

Fig 3.1 

Uoyds of London 

(Aruo) 

As we walk in the streets, do we merely see the people, buildings, pavements, bridges, 

traffic lights signs, etc., and their relationships? Or arc we walking in a space that exists 
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independent of these material objects? Does it not make sense to say that in our walking in 

the street we have both special experience, in which enclosures are different from squares , 

and an experience of the material objects which shapes and conditioned this space, thus 

creating places. We could argue then that mass and voids are inter-related and, in our 

experience, interdependent. Interpretation of our environment draws upon our sensory 

impressions as well as our more formal abstractions. But is this experience sufficient to 

understand the complex relationship between human beings who are the agents of 

transforming the spaces; and places. (Madanipour,1996: 10). 

A urban place can be approached in two senses: the built space and the social space, built 

up space providing the context to the social space to take place. This view point tends to 

see the "physical characteristic" of a built up environment of a socially intractabte place. 

Fig. 3.2 

Urban place as a physical space 

Spate and Place. 

Fig.3.3 

Urban space as a social space 

V • • f- \ ; ••)• 

•, "<A\.'.-i :'.'\"- f 

1 he place is the interaction of people with his immediate environment that gives it 

characteristics distinct from those of the surrounding area s. Place is a centre of "fell 

value" as discussed earlier in the study, associated with die security and stability, where die 

biological needs are met. This in contrast to the openness and freedom of die 

undifferentiated space. If space is allowing movement to occur, place provides a pause. 

These two notions of place and space needs each other for their definition, as " we are 

attached to the one and long for the other" (Tuan, 1977: 3-6). 
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The notion of place as an enclosed particular space with fixed identities and meanings has 

been challenged as lacking dynamism. It is through social relationship and not the quality 

of a piece of land and that places are defined. "ITie reality of a place" therefore, "Is always 

open, making its determination an inheritantly social process" (Logan & Molotch quoted in 

Madanipour,1996: 7.3). 

FiH. 3.4 

Piazza de Campidoglio, Rome 

Rome, V.. 11 Chainberlaiaii 

Place becomes a moment in the network of ever-changing social relations at all scales. The 

identity of a place is particular mix of social relations, hence always becoming "unfixed, 

contested and multiple". The particularity of a place, is being maintained, is, constructed 

not by placing boundaries around it and defining its identity through counter position to the 

other which lies beyond, but precisely through the specificity of the mix of links and 

interconnections to that 'beyond'.(Massey, 1994: 5) 

Fig. 3.5 

Road provide the essential movement 

Moughtin, Design Street and Square 



Natural Space 

The interaction between human societies and their environments can influence urban space 

in two different ways: on the one hand nature place has an impact on physical land social 

qualities have affected nature by the development of urban space. 

Created Place 

Transforming the natural space, and overlaid upon it, are layers of created environments 

and social forms accumulated through time, as together making the urban place. The city 

is therefore a soeio-spatial phenomena with an inherent, but visible, temporal dimension. It 

Ls a "product of time",(Mumford) a "historical creation" (Benevalo) the "embodiment of 

history" (Oslen), hence itself a "historical process." (Blumenfeld) quoted by 

Madanipour,(1.996: 38). 

Lite and form ol the cities are directly and indirectly affected by the forces that modify the 

society, namely demographic forces, economic forces, the impact of the technological 

change and cultural variation. Scargill argues that the process that shapes die city are the 

historical process, focusing on the impact of the former patterns of the land ownership on 

the growth of the c'uy; and the political process; involving the politicians and planners. We 

can sec from these that how these interpretations of how cities have taken sliapc tend to 

emphasise some factors and undermine others. I f we see urban place as a physical space 

with a social and psychological dimensions, our analysis of the process that shaped it will 

therefore need to account for these dimensions. 

City as a Work oi Art 

The arco-. . . eiurai approach to the study ol* urban form might conveniently be called the 

' ' J . "giT : : ; , ; ) . e a c h , as it is essentially normative. It deals with the plan of the city, the 

Y ; r ' : ; ! : : ; component parts of urban space, and their functional and aesthetic aspects. 

(Viscratadt & Shaehar,19x7 quoted in Madanipour, 1996: 43). Due to the presence of the 

aesthetic aspects in architectural concerns, the city in the some of the designers' analysis 

lends to be explained through a set of subjective values. "Die city is seen as a "dramatic 

event in the environment", a gathering of people who create "a collective surplus of 

enjoyment*' and a gathering of buildings that can collectively give visual pleasure (Cullen, 

1971: 7••••'&). 'ihe purpose ol* these g a i h e r i n g in the city oilers pleasure and psychological 

welfare. The city is seen as an architectural, md therefore and artists, creation. 
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The Structure of the City 

Deny (1971)argued that in each city a different combination o f three classic principles of 

urbar. locations operate: ettkv; as the sites of special functions; cities as the expression o f 

the- layout and the character of transport networks; and cities as central places. 

The way social sciences and humanities tend to understand urban environment is often by 

seeking to find out how society and space ate structured. They try to see the city from 

above, in abstraction, and hence tend to see it in terms of its physical and social structures. 

In parallel widi this, urban planners and designers think of ways o f structuring the city so as 

to turn in to a manageable collection of orderly component parts. Both in our 

understanding o f the city and in our prescriptions for it, we aspire to sec order and to give 

order to the complex array of objects and events that come across in the city. 

An alternative way of seeing the city, however, is to leave this abstract, theoretical 

positions and to look at daily life, with its spontaneity, difference and disorder. The 

aiiv.iiii(iivc view wiii add new dimensions to our understanding of urban space by 

aokiiv/wleugii^ Lao different groups and life forms thai can only develop in the city. 

(\-fadaiupouf, j 996; 7-1) 

City ..:f Sirangcrs 

nii ieienees and diversity in the city has become a central feature o f urban lite. For 

c x a m o i c : 

Louis Wnui saw hcicrogcuciiy, along with population size and density, as a determining 

i'acU.i of the d:y. i ie delated kite city as a "iiieltiug-r.-oi of races peoples, and cultures, and 

a tii\.:•;» lavowuok, bre^ding'-ground oi i«t,w i/ioi<»gic;it and cultural hybrids. ' (Quoiei 1 m 

Madanipour, 1996: 71?). l a the context, if: is difference rather than similarity thai is 

essentia!. The dry therefore, "has not only tolerated but rewarded individual differences. 

.i-.2 KVf ill ,V\N<1 A P.ASJS F O R T ! IK, RKYfttW. 

lis •„..-pttasisH--, iis ,̂ liupGi'tuiiCv oi the existence oCt /Uces ui urban scapes ior people the 

basis k> ufaiei'si.aH.u the widespread phenomena of piaeelossnostt in our day-to -day is 

established by the review. Such a basis is needed &> review like existing problem of 

:i!i:<-elcssncr-:s in the 'oc::! context, in terms of its mbVc o'accs. Thus olacelcssncss is 

file:///-fadaiupouf
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Ucieruimed by I b e u o i u g the study on the areas of streets, the buiU-fabiic or ihe buill-form 
and <>it a development potential as u public place the urban water front. 

The causes for the urban placelessness were discussed at length in a previous chapter in the 
study The study will relate those (actors on the focused areas which establishes the basis 

relevant, in determining placelessness in contemporary urban situations. In doing so it will 
illustrate the adversities of placelessness in comparison to the established basis of the 
review I'iacelcMsness will be examined both in a physical and a social context, as a city is 
die uii.iin.aie result of the interaction of the said components. 

3.2.1 The Street its a Place 

Streets ore so ubiquitous we take them for granted vt like many familiar situations we 

may nnlv realise what thev are when we are faced with what they are not. Because 

The street and street life are the most important assets of a city. 

'">i; w c i s p . y . v i d e u s with essential freedom of nu** cmcrit on which city life depends. They 
make and reveal Ihe oily. Rut in the rush to connect, we have ignored their other 
r,,..,.«;,.,.,,» < - , < : yv.<. ; , - : r , 'rr-vumes of the field, linear centres, or links between entities. 

KMec'ive s i n e ! snace can take on a variety of forms The spatial elements of Pompeii, 
wncre space was de fined bv building wails, curbs, guiiers and crosswalks in much the same 
manner as a s d e e l lodav. 

Fundion?; of the Street 

"T'he street is not on'v a means ot recess, but also nn arena for social expression." 
(Moughtin, I*)*>?.: 130). 

The street in addition to being a physical element in the city its also a social fact It can be 

analysed in terms of who owns, uses and controls it; Ihe purpose f o r which it was built and 

its changing social and economic function It also has a three dimensional physical form 

which, while it may not determine social structures, does inhabit certain activities and 

http://uii.iin.aie
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Our country being a iiupieul country, people enjoy an outdoor environment which is open 

ihe : ;cn ::rrj the r a m , thus making streets an important outdoor living place. Tn 

••o'tlornp'.H'r.ry situations streets ! « v e become the main interaction and the attraction to a 

maio« portion ot the urban society, who belong to different categories of the society, 

- i iks i i i ' a livine out at on a street, some live on streets and others are entertained on • » Ml ) ' . 

ihe si.reeis. 

i'u;. .1.0 

> Jui door Inmritciion. l-'alluh 

f o r ;;;c v u v j u r is. is a piay grwuuu ana U; Uie old a meeting place. For the others it is a 

tite2:;v where- iiiey i>eet>nie lite u m u j c u c c . Lite is a moment <;f space and the road is long 

and i , i«Tow. Our task is io make die Is Jo a moment in place and the road to be ilie earruigc 
«• 1 

ei i 

The .street provides a link between buildings, both within the street, and in the city at large. 

\ „ ., i:.,t- ^ o v e r r e n t of people as pedestrians or within vehicles and also the 

-4 



i . . o v i . i . i v u i of eyijib i</ sustain die wider uiurkci and some particular use within die street. 

Ii Lus lc:;:; luivgible Junctions 'in facilitating communication and interaction between people 

and group:; thus, serving to bind together the social order of the local urban community, 

its expressive junction also includes its use as a site for casual interaction, including 

recreation Conversation and entertainment, as well as its use as a site for ritual 

observances.( i'crahara ,Vel) 

fig. ./.<•» Fig. j.S> 

•Juliure on Street (Ferahuru) Street carni ml 

A 'better .street is all important and so the new street address becomes the symbol of sclf-

cr.Iccra. The street however, is also a common era which serves a group not just a family. 

I''or the next 10 to 70 years the private car will remain an important means of transport 

and that city planning must come to terms with that prospect. The rapid movement of 

trairie in large volumes requires large roads. Unless some limit is placed upon traffic 

;-uk;:iie and Jis freedom of movement the destruction of streets and squares as places of 

social contact will continue, a process that will be accompanied by the digression of local 

•^./.;\.\\h,e:\i2 quality. (a(auglUiii,1992: 131). 

Fig. 3.10 

Freedom of movement within 

the city is an essential characteristic 

ot social integration 



Freedom of movement within 

I iff. J.ii 

Freedom of movement within 

of social intepration 

I lahilpl tl 

Habitat It 

the i is tin essential characteristic 

the city is tin essential characteristic 

" '•' M*;it most ,::freef activity occur when is convenient for large numbers of 

pcd'."-:«-"*.>." "«.«iig tlv' street tn a ^ancty of ways Activity in streets increases when densities 

are h ig. i enough to inhabit the use of the motor ear and support a range of facilities such as 

shops and .>e.u.».., , » m c l i are within walking distance from a sustainable catchment area. 

flie oroscueo of pedestrian - vehicular interaction is conditioned bv the function of the 

Tela" . jwpaiuuui i v/f Vehicles Mid pedestrians may be harmful for the development of 

live!/ and active street, Separation of high speed traffic movement from pedestrian 

traffic is obviously necessary 

The Korro ot the Street 

i nc coiuigutation, shape or form ol the street has not received the detailed consideration 

given to die design of die public square, certainly many great streets have been designed 

and built, many others have been admired, described and photographed but little work on 

the analysis has resulted. (Moughtin, 1992: 133). 
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• r I . , , . . f env .J :< i >.iiii ii-.. f m i n ' i r c i i o r i s o n i ' a c •>»<>•• tn» nls o< i n h a i i s l r u d u 

tin. nodes, »vl;erc major activities occur, where civic buildings arc concentrated and where 

the community lavishes most t*f iir; surplus wealth in the form of prestigious development 

and artistic creation. Although the street accounts for the most of the urban public realm, 

in practice particularly modern practice, the street is what remaias after private planing of 

individual properties is considered satisfactory. 

tig. 3.13 tig. 3.14 

Different forms of streets: Different forms of streets: 

Street in Arabic country the Juncitons has made the street come 

Kudost! I.). T.lieul fin People alive.with its colour 

Rudusfeky, Street for People 

I he l o r m o l the sire- ! can be analyse*, in terms of a number of polar qualities such as a 

ilraiPl'l or curved, lont> or short, wide or narrow, enclosed or open, formal or informal. 

Struct 101/11 c a n also b e analysed in terms ol scale, proportions, contrast, rhythm or 

C O I I I I V . . i . > •> oilier M i e c i s a n d public places. 
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Curved street: street in Parugna. 

Rudostsky, Fired. Cor People 

Fig. 3.16 

Straight Street 

K.osloC, Ctl.y Shaped 

irrespective of ihe analysis, sired has Iwo main characteristics directly related to form; it is, 

at x-.c and the sometimes, both path and place. It is such common practice to regard the 

sired as a route for motor vehicles that its function as a place has been quite overlooked. 

• r r many generations the street has provided urban communities with public open space 
ri*»h? !\n<-f.ici,-« their homes 

Maces or nodes along its lengths- places of special use and activity, such paths can be 

seaieci and have contrasting elements, but above all is, diey must all present to the observer 

stimulating and memorable image of die place. A sense of place in street design is best 

achieved by the frontage and when perceived as die positive form, die figure seen around 

general ground of the surrounding architecture. The street is not building frontage but 

a space about which dwellings arc grouped to form a series of street pictures; or 

idiernatively the street is a space that may be expanded into wider spaces such as the 

eii .si ires or sonares. 
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Enclosed extended Street 

Rudosfsky, Street Cor People 

for a street to nmclion as a exterior room in the city it must possess similar qualities as 

enclosures as (tie public square: Collins expressions on streets; 'The ideal street must form 

<t cuinplciuv enclosed u n u . i l i e m o r e one's idea is eoidined widiin it, die more perfect will 

t/iw I U I t a t / i w u . o i i w « w w L s a i w u . s e i s space vvlicrc lite gaze cannot be lost in infinity." (cited in 

M.,ujd:..,:992: 135). 

Str?«.»1 Proportion 

i inity in Street Design 

l here are numoer oi factors which contributes to a unit led streets design possibly the 

most impoiiaiu Owing dial Uie foini oi lite buddings should appeal as surfaces rather titan 

w i i . ' , , ' i i v u buildliigi> t a k e on strung three dituvitoiouu] form the mass of the buildings 

J . . s iUe „ U i i i . and u i e spaces loses its importance. When tlie building ranged along a 

' ' ' :: aricd form , styles and treatment, the space loses definition. 

http://wu.se
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l ig. 3.18 

The Built fabrics apperus 

mot liL' a tuass in Its fabric 

titan a simple fruit/ling facade 

. . H I I W I A iiidhw a w w i i u w i l u i outdoor living space for the pcuplc. It supports the people ix; 

i iui itwiwuo . .uy .., make uiiuaction among tliem. litis activity would enhance to a great 

..„..!. 'SC.. aliiiosphcrc p5»ysioaHy, produced b> the street is revealing and colourful for its 

' ... ' ' !rcal car • has to be taken on this aspect to produce better street environments 

Streets should be for siayint; in . and not just tor moving through. " 
-i Alexander) 

< 7.2 The Hui l t Fabr ic as; a Human ised Design 

"tlrtttm de\t»n, or the art nt bajJaing cities, is the method by which man creates a built 

environment that tuijUs his usmrutions and represent His values". 

-A. Rapoport. 

n 1 , .y ,;• . !'.,!•,.-:; r.;ij-.l be seen as £ grouping o f built spatial units. Here the study 

of form can, a! different scales and in both two and three dimensions, refer to single 



b u i i t i i u g a , blocks, urban quarters and die whole urban fabric as the combinations of 'these 

^'^sLa! coiupijiierii paiis. It is also possible lo focus on the space between these parts 

.;!v;;!J ihe prsltcrr. . . f leets and squares. 

The yooial dimension of urban form deals with the spatial arrangements and the 

interrelationship of the characteristics ol the people who build, use and value the urban 

labric. Here ilie study ot urban lorms refers to the to the way the urbanities, individually 

or iii groups, relate io each oilier iii space. 

Social and phvsicai dimensions of urban form have a dynamic relationship. Physical fabric 

is prouueeu and conditioned oy different social procedures. At the same time, the form of 

urban space, o u 

ce built, can exert influence upon die way these procedures recur. 
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Horn physical una social dimensions arc combined progressively llirougli their 

!ui;..;..-il:lps *] taping eutopic; combiiialions: THE oily as a whole might be seen as 

fnnr.ee; B Y :-. spectrin* of ;:!n!c!-.»rcs a! various scales down to the level of single element. 

A! -.ii L E \ " J p h y s i e : ' . ! and ".v.-cM dimensions of the structures are interwoven, though 

distinguishable and modifiable in the degree and the extent of their linkage. 

i iri/mi r*j< . . yli,.lu%y 

The T E N u t»-.1 ' P I T O L O G Y means "ilte science of form", which studies the " shape, form, 

V . w i . U ; ! . . i . . . E : j . i e a i i ; . , .ge: i i . . :A. Urban morphology is the study of the form, shape, 

plan, >;tn:c!i::c and the functions o f the built fabric of towns and cities. It is dealt with 

mostly in urban geography which study spatial aspects of urban development. The 

arrangement of the built fabric consist of attributes of architecture: ' truth, movement, 

force vttalilv. sense of outline , harmony grace, breadth, scale, balance, proportion, light 

and snade, curiiyiimnes. sotius and voids, symmetry, rhy.'iim, mass, volume, emphasis, 

character, contrast, personality, analogy are some of die concepts of determining their 

UTILITY. 

O r d e r 

T H E design or the built fabric or the environment in our cities today lacks a natural order, 

an order Jitev presents iiseii very strongly m places that were built centuries ago. This 

natural or organic order emerges when there is perfect balance between needs of the 

E I I / V I R O I I I U V K ! ijsid I U O ncwdft of die whole. A fundamental problem of the tweutietli century 

Urbanization is that it has led to the multiplication of objects and the neglect of fabric. 

There are loo many buildings which present themselves as 'objects', where it necessarily 

build-up the urban fabric. Indifferent to the public or hierarchical role they play in the 

values of our society. The question to be raised here in a urban situation is that how to 

groupe buildings together and how do you tit in into a accomplished composition. 

Urban chaos; is a state of uusuilabilily. iSchinkcl, "Dlo single need produces beauty, 

circmrmartiitd utility cannot deter/tune farm without engendering chaos" wanted 

a'imui iik. objects ibal are E V O L V I N G in create a city. What Modem Movement has conferred 

u p o i . 1;-uiUi..-gs TLIW object sialics arid upon interiors that of a fabric providing spatial 

continuity, fabric or object? When, the questions to be asked about any architectural 

project tha! the answers cannot be arbitrary and ambiguous. 

http://fnnr.ee
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Kovii: ly;.e!k elaji.ss ilia!'. "A vivid and integrated" physical sotting, capable of producing a 

sharp image, plays a special role as well. It can flourish the raw materials for the symbols 

and collective memories of group communication." It* this is so, then the urban designer 

has the task of creating areas with a strong image that is an environment which has quality 

of 'imagabilily', defined by lynch as, 'that quality in a physical setting which gives it a 

high probability of evoking a strong imagine on any given observer'. I he main elements 

accounting 10 iyiicii, tor achieving imagebility or perceptual order are paths, edges, 

districts, nodes and landmarks. 

Unity 

i mity is the lirst and most important of the basic design concepts in the grammar of formal 

architectural compositions. A haphazard collection of such scattered architecture of urban 

design elements represents a weak and incomplete idea, the full realisation of an idea in 

architecture and urban design must express complete unity. 

Urban design Is the art, firstly, of a c t i n g visual unity for each of this components of the 

city out of a drvers"1y of elements. This is done to reinforce the normal tendency to see, 

understand and respond to vivid and coherent images. Secondly, it is to bring together 

these; lesser unilisc in <o a city structure which itself is a visual and organisational unity 

J e u l t and 1 ' . T > I H J C U O U 

. hi.iiM scale is a measure of real size. The dimensions of the buildings, square and streets 

arc compared with, the proportions of the human figure. Man, therefore, is the measure 

>!'•'-1 tor the "wilt environment: Mt is commonly recognised as that buildings should take 

account of the scale or iise human iigure, and should if possible express this dimension by 

• ::s own s:. ;.;'.ii7!S'ousi\i.;v»i$rus„ q u o t e d in rviaugUsin. i w i : J>/). 
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One of the i.tosi impoi tant factors in built space is the crcaiiou of enclosure. As "Venturi 

pointed out over twenty years ago, die problem is not the lack of space in the city, but its 

openr!''ss"(ciiod in 'franc ik, 1986:61) 

' V- nbov sialenie'tl emphasises the importance ot a enclosed atmosphere in order to 

c.vpenencc tlie openness in an urban built fabric. The enclosure being defined by the built 

iabne. it iias to nl into a successful system of building die fabric. 

A review uf precedents reveals iliroc important components of successful built urban 

space.: (1) the three dimensional frame; (2) the two-dimensional pattern; and (3) placement 

r.f objects iii space. 

The three dimensional frame defines the edge of the space and the presence of elements in 

architecture on the built facades. This has a significant impact on the character of space, as 

viocs iiie relationship of vertical mass to horizontal space. The scale of the wall in relation 

to human scale and ihe way this meets the ground plane are also major factors in the 

dci'iiiii.ioii »n ihe uircc-uiiiicnsional edge. 

1 .:.2i 

'!'!.<• /,»„/// .u'wfr.-iinvr, ////.•? . V / M , V in a 

! ue ; .vo-v:;i:ieosioi!a; pattern reiers to the trealmenf and. articulation ot the ground plane-its 

•....•i.ei i i ! i s , iv.-.iisre a i t u eotttpOii iuvti . 

Uiyvet!; .;}>i-.ee !::...-se eL...•.!...•> .->ueK as sculpture, .va lcr lealures, and trees that provide 

v:<\ '"':•: or fr.cal pohi;-; and make the ::p:ice memorable. Objects can he used to anchor Ihe 
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eeii.uc and g i v e vitality to spaces. The iaost vital elements of all arc die human who use (he 

S p u e e , £,ivli.j£ »l ; I A C . ( a. i tuten-., t v e u . \ > i - \ ; J > / . 

i )pon space in the city provides tor necessary relief from congestion, but need not be ill-

ueruied aitU physically diffused, ihe traditional was organised around a clearly defined 

iielweil; of interconnected streets and squares, where (lie space between buildings were at 

lea:;! as important as flic buildings themselves. The square was probably die first organising 

form of urban space nnd the street was an extension of the square once the periphery had 

been tilled with houses. This traditional system of organisation allowed for few, if any, 

loose ends or buildings that were not integrated into the partem as a whole and 

consequently verv hide iosl space. 

fit/. 
.{murkui xqure. provides 

jui' / i i . ' t V . W u / > I i.lu'.J ji Uiit VOIt/HiiiOH 

i lie ' . J i l l u...njiiibkj, [voaLjl 

•• :tf !hb; world was just water; all this world is woven, wrap and 

r v c r s i n ' e j i i i e existence or tire on earth, water is the most inseparable and un-avoided 

e w i n o . u e . i f i n u . e i i v i n y , woriu. i t ensures ihe emergence and ihe growth ol lite ol human, 

u n t i l i t s j i j , piaiii.S. i t C O i l C C l v C S oi curiam powers of abundance, wliiolt direct or at icasl 

•''!:;/:::•••••.) --lilies : : r - , v : ;C - ; - ':;:ve £rca! ' - p - c f :::: h u m a n lives. Its complex qualities 

'•MniitV vtrv"vv-: n?e.?"«. ot" iTi'*orj>orn!ion of water i n to the mainstream of human lives. 
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v\ nossesses inc imamics wined can gene ra t e rel ieving e m o t i o n s on Human m i n d s . 

», evmccivcs w i i i i suen iiiUUcu p i r w w i s to .>untuiuie physical , psychological a n d social 

wll V II >i||ltivllt>> W. . . . . . . . «... 1 l ib v iou / i i , . n m i i J Olid iJIC UJUCll ol vvuielS ca l l ........... . 
. . 1 I 

• «'•—<«»•>• 

-• '• ••• .-.r I - . . . . V . . , . . r'«"ilj/nfion water has bHt*i» a in t c ra t cd clement of 

I*'.- •' • . ••• h i i w n "(>ni(>r»n.ii..' still »• is ttw f i»«i> - i n H ii will rMtni te lv b e in the future 

• iv uMi' i ' iv>' i t t«<i • . •hvh .^ I h i iho r ' on ' i ;mnora rv 

->< • •••••• • i symbol purity 'I"hey gather around water on many occasions to 
. . „ . ,-,i,,..i m i n v w i w i n r i v i t i - i m m h r 'SM| ( l o r transportation, etc " these places evolved 

as O I I O I I C snar i s w»i»"iv i ieonie oc»»un to trferaei I he emoiional contact with water creates 

a u i . M i n i . i i v e i \ i < e oi a spatial atmosphere and consist wtut tiiiierent kind t>l social 

i l i i e i u C l i o i t . . v . i i e . i l.i I l i O i ' C i n a n I l l U i l e e i l i a i u t e . i m i S . v a l e t U 'OtllS u mi artificial waici 

. ........ I »)i4J j : . iUllllg£ IwOJI UUu. Ut.U |>Wl . > W 1 Uti tw I W O I A T U C T . 

http://ui.Mini.iive
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n t ft 

Wat;: !tus htwi a soiistunt 

piffli, tor of the Urban 

t'pvipn to mnkesipfitflc 

mil rit'irev 

kivers and streams are the abstract streets in a living domain, and are waters of finite 

nature. Kivers anu canals were die inspiration for the human settlements. This natural 

device ( x i vs iea . i v connects spaces on land and psychologically connects with other spaces. 

^ . u i n i ^ O l U u v i l a l ic i l i te flow of livers a n d . . b e a m s generated l a y o u t s of Streets, avenues and 

parks i« . » i ia i j aisiuiio liver eliies. Ii ;., a physical divider as well as the visual connector of 

\ wa'er hodv 1* exists as a three dimensional spatial volume 'Ihe volume of space also 

lias demarcations natural and artificial Therefore a water hodv can be found as a spatial 

element in a urban coniexl. 

b e a u y i i a i l l i c p l a c e W i l l i tuS i i i t o l T e l a i i o l l s l l i p a W i l l i 

Jlie ieij :!tal is if> ii.luibitaiils. II will become vivdly live willi many kinds of activities 

!..!.:.ig place. It is potential of a urban situation, to make a livery, unique place with proper 

care and identity given to it. 

I in: i ubitiuly lor I lie new 

millennium, I'iciiuiLiilckc 
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Fig. 3.26 

Grindlays Bank, 

York Street 

T H E R E V I E W 

STREET 

Street is said to be the most important aspect in city design. 

The streets of Colombo today present itself as a noisy, crowded, and congested with traffic 

at most times of the. day Even though there is lot of pedestrian activities taking place, the 

public realm is affected, mainly because of the decline of public realm in the city, as it 

being dominated by the automobde largely. 

Deterioration of Social Interactions 

Plaeelessness of streets are being affected by the following factors. 

Decline of public realm 

Disregard for place 

Restricting pedestrian movements 

Denying access for all 

Separation of land-use activities 

Freedom of Movement 

Freedom of movement is being limited in the streets of Colombo. This has resulted as die 

inner city of Colombo is being predominantly dominated by the automobile People are 

restricted by moving freely to their destinations, thus making minimal interaction among 

them. 
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Fig. 3.27 

York Street. 

Towards Echelon Sq. 

In York Street there is a continuous traffic flow through out the day thus making the 

pedestrians confined to a small portion of the street,, because, even the space dedicated to 

diem have been used for other purposes. As you can see the pavements are being invaded 

by vehicles for parking. Streets are for people too... not just only for the automobile 

Fig. 3.28 

York Street 

Toward the Ports Authority! 

Yet another example for this is illustrated in is Gas Works St. in Pettah. Here the situation 

is even worst. The congestion, most of the time is at a stand still. Virtually nothing and 

nobody is moving. We should be careful and have to think more about the traffic 

controlling systems to the inner city area before its too late. Fort is one of the best urban 

city area we got with historical evolution Almost every road is filled with vehicles most 

time of the day. This will result in the decline of public realm in the city 

Fig. 3 29 

das Works Street 
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Freedom of movement is also restricted due to improper maintenance system. Roads are 

piled up with rotten litter garbage. In Fort and Pettali most of the streets arc filled with 

derbies of die derbies of Uie dady consumption: They are just being thrown out on to the 

streets not giving second Uiought on the public realm. As stated in a previous chapter 

public realm indeed is a SKP. 

Fig. 3.29 

Abdul Cader Street 

Poorly maintained alley ways 

n r 

1 * 3 4 J <l L ' 

t 

1 

1 

i i 
Tliis will deny die pedestrians of tiieir freedom to move. This will adversely affect on the 

people, reluctantly making die choice of abandoning the use of the place. The contmumg 

result of this, has led to the experience of placeless situation This is illustrated in a place 

.it Abdul Cader Mw. in Pettah. The condition is disappointing. Streets are for people, not 

for crows. 

Fig. 3.30 

Abdul Cader Street 

A Poorly maintained area 

There are instances where the movement is blocked due to security operations. This very 

much applies to urban situations. This condition it is beyond our control, and we have to 
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live with it.. This can be experienced in most parts of the country, that it may become a 

major problem in city design, where careful measures have to be taken to incorporate 

security aspects into tire design. The places which once used to be vivid in their activities 

have died today, making lifeless places in the city. 

Fig. 3.31 

York Street. 

llurricades towards 
Janadhipathi Mw, 

Fig. 3.32 

York Street 

Towards Ports Authority 

Pedestrian movement is again deteriorated by the non existence of pedestrian level street 

activities. Streets will at Uieir best function when it is complemented by the pedestrian 

activities taking place at street level. The street edges are important in creating places as an 

extension of the street. Abdul Cader Mawatha, D.R..Wijewardena Mawatha, and Sir 

James Piens M w are reviewed to illustrate this situation. All of these roads are dull and 

lifeless without pedestrian movements The street edge is defined by an unfriendly 

elevation, which at all point acknowledging the street, not invitmg the pedestrian to move 

along, dius creating placelessness. 
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Fig. 3.36 

An abandoned building at 

A bdul Cader Street 

Buildings which are impermeable in their architectural presence will eliminate people 

walking tlirough. The abandoned building at Abdul Cader Mavatha is of such nature 

where its architectural expressions are incompatible and too bold to relate to the street. . 

This structure which is impermeable stands an obstruction, terminatmg pedestrian 

movement through. It is food for thought to consider as to why this building became a 

failure in its performance? 

The separation of "use and activities" also adversely affect the pedestrian movement of 

streets. At D R wijewardena Mw. a street, which has the potential of becoming a lively 

place lies sdently in the vicinity. Most of the activities that happen here are related to 

storage and warehousing of state owned commercial activity. This road is rarely used by 

people for pedestrian activities. 

Fig. 3.37 

D.R Wijewardena Mw. 

The Functions of the Street 

The street provides for the setting of both physical and social purposes. A physical 

function as linking between buildings, both within and at large. The Abdul Cader 
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Mawatha, more than providing links just runs through the city. Sir James Pieris M w is the 

same with a dull street atmosphere without the participation of the public. Those have 

Ix^come only a means of access without capturing the importance of the street in the city. 

Tliis has resulted in lose bonds among the users of those streets as well as the physical 

elements resulting in dull, isolated , lifeless streets. 

Fig. 3.38 

Abdul Cader Street. 

Fig. 3.39 

James Pieris Mw.. 

When die public realm is lost, places will shift from places to cages. The denied access 

in iront of die harbour has created an unpleasant atmosphere on Abdul Cader Mw, for 

some one to do to make a better place on the street. 18 

Fig. 3.40 

Front of Ports Authority 
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The social function of the strict, how ii accommodates other activities, how people live on 

them arc the points to l>e examined. Human activities are minimal on these streets 

compared to other streets around Colombo. 

Fig. 3.42 

n Itrre cart I grow up 

U hen lo play around 

Moor Si I>uflling at MOOT Si. 
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This lias resulted in an uiifriendly place in the city. This has been accelerated more 

because these streets lack architectural diversity. This is a mixed blessing to improve 

visual wealth of the city. None of the streets arc contributing this to the context of 

rellecting the variety of social groups. The street edge is simply a blank wall making 

monotonous and impermeable street frontages. D. R. Wijcwadena M w , and .lames Pieris 

Mw, despite the fact that l>oth of theses arc lining the waterfront has not taken any 

measures to relate to the natural context by relating to water, thus declining the public 

realm by the attitudes of disregard for place. 

These streets will not (unction as pedestrian links in the city. 

Form of (he Street 

The configuration and die form of the street adds to the diameter of place. Slmpe of streets 
arc important in keeping to the levels of social interactions oft.be city. 

"A path will represent a basic property of human existence and it is one of the great 

original symbols." 

Looking at the formation of streets of CO.IOUI1H> we can identify different scales of this 

formation 

When Looking at Moor St., Pctfah, we can sec that the street edge is continuously tairig 

amended. But in doing so it has resulted in a non-humanising heterogeneous array .having 

Jots of mass and different styles. This will lead to loosing the sense and die identity of the 

street that it used to have. Hie street jxisscsscs a number of Mosques which has given its 

identity and the character to the street. It will ta destroyed if the new comers do not 

comply the formation of the street. The basic elements oft.be formation of the street, have 

to be addressed and acknowledged. Unless this is practised the sense of place will be lost. 

Hie street has to continue the scale, proportions, contrast, closure, openness, and rhythm, 

in order to have a taller social interact ion of the neighbourhoods and a strong public realm 

to be established. 

Lvcn though the path way has addresses its closure and scales it lies without mush life 

because it does not address flic social interaction, with its abbesses of human habitation 

facing and opening out into the streets. This may lead to a placcless situation. 

http://oft.be
http://oft.be


Inner Cross road at Prttah 

Proportions and Axial planning of Streets 

Proporlious involved in designing streets play a big role in giving sense to I ha I place 

In designing intricate and cosy atmospheres in streets we have to consider how llic street 

frontage has been addressed and how it is perceived by the pedestrians 

Second Cross Street, Pcllali and Olcotl Mawatha. arc examine to identity the proportions 

in street design Considering the street facade it is understood that there is lot of massing 

on the facade than it l>cing a single facade. This will break the two dimensional quality in 

defining the street. The roads are also not completely enclosed. At Olcotl Mw, The scales 

ol the buildings arc seems not right, since the road is too wide for the proportions o f its 

buildings, llic buildings arc ranged with lot of variations in its form and it has IH-CII 

evolved with n lot of styles leading to a loss of sense of place. 

Ftg. 145 

Street Facade, Otcott Mw. 

FIR 1.4 A 

2nd Cross Street 
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THE BUILT FABRIC 

The built fabric of the city is the physical grouping oi' built spatial units. The study of 

forms at different scales and m lx>th two dimensional and Uiree dimensional relationships. 

Colombo's budt fabric is studied in view to determine the resultants of plaeelessness in the 

contemporary situations. 1 his will l>c done in relation to the exiting conditions of physical 

and social dimensions. 

Disregard for Locale 

A Placeless Geography 
Lack of significant places 

Lack of diverse landscapes 

Losing sense of place 

Inauthentic Attitudes towards Place 

Disregard for place 
Attitudes of Modern Movement 

Mass culture, Mass merlin 

Deterioration of Social Interactions 
Decline of public realm 

Disregard for place 

Restricting pedestrian movements 

Denying access for people 

Separation of use and activities 

Urban Morphology 

Urban Morphology is the study of form, shape, plan, structure and the functions of the 

built environment. 
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York Street 

Fig.3.47 

ANZ Building 

The design of the built fabric, today in our cities lacks a natural order. At York St. the 

buildings that have come up in the resent past lacks order in their way of erection, both in 

physical attributes and the social attributes. The ANZ building which comers York St. 

and Baron Jayatilake Mw., visually disturb the context of York St. It has failed to address 

the physical needs of the built fabric. The basic components of a built fabric is eliminated 

in expression of its architectural language. 

This building somehow stands as an object among other buildings. The basic architectural 

components like, scale, proportions, balance, light and shades are not acknowledged in its 

street facades. The visual unity is lost as the building is out of proportion. Its enormous 

blank street facade reflects an unappealing visual experience to the city dweller. This has 

resulted with the disregard for the surrounding environment or by failing to address the 

immediate context. This has resulted a break in the continuation of the built fabric. 

Though the building acknowledges the street level for pedestrian activates, it has been 

noticed that it does not function as well as the arcade of the Cargills or the Seylan Bank 

building. This reveals that the people may not feel comfortable in using the space 

provided for interaction, thus leading to deterioration of social integration in the area. 



T h e bu i ld ings on IJ it? oilier s ide ol 11 to road to<* arc n<>i in won c o m p l i a n c e wi th llic Blioiiglv 

l>uill charac ter . Tlic a rch i t ec tu ra l c o m p o s i t i o n lias not l<cinw a c h i e v e ! by its facades in its 

u s a g e ol die l a n g u a g e . Its p r e s e n c e is not loll a n i o n s ihe otliei b u i l d i n g s I !sc "( m.ilei ials 

and ils p resen ta t ion s l v l c d o c s not i o . d e a coheioul a l n i o s p h c i c in Ihe vicinitv 

Fig. i.49 

Barricades prevention Social interaction 

Ftg < 50 

W h e n the access o f the p e d e s t r i a n is den ied it resu l t s in de t e r io ra t ion in social in teract ion 

o f the p lace . ' I he direct a c c e s s to Ihe bu i ld ings arc b locked by a lot o f ob jec t s on the street . 

T h e pedes t r i an is l>cing res t r ic ted en t e r ing the b u i l d i n g s it will result in Ihe conges t ion of 

peop le not p r o v i d i n g thein wi th a a t m o s p h e r e to c o n g r e g a t e le isuie lv . 

All these factors wil l a d d u p lo p l ace l e s snes s . w h e n llic s ign i f i cance and the e s s e n c e of 

p lace is lost by m e d i o c r e d e v e l o p m e n t . 

http://io.de
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I N a w a m Mawatha 

Street Elevation Across thr lake 

Another situation where haphazard development has taken place is the huilt fabric ot 

Nawain Mw. l*lus is n |>crlecl example of non-compliance of the cily designing principles 

ol a bmll fabric. I'aeli building stands individually eouipeliiig with each ollici a s obiccts in 

the area. !"hc order ol building a fabric has not being addressed, a s there is no hierarchy 

in building-up the facades Ihe skyline is scallcied wilh buildings coming up all ovei die 

place 

l i n i w 

\Plf Itnildinc 

The inauthentic altitudes in design has icsult of this situation, in a place that claims 

significance with its eulluial heritage and llic significance o fNawam Pcmhara. Hie basic 

principle of unity is lost in Ihe built labile ol Nawain Mw and il represents a puicly 

mcoiupalible situation ol urban designing. Hie place has Ihe |H>lential of the waterfront, 

where that has not l>cinj,', appreciated into llic buill labile, disregarding Ihe natural locale of 



the place. Lacking diversity in natural landscajtcs and llic significance of the place, has 

generated a non- urban free standing, built fabric within the city. 

A n o t h e r ini |x i r lant factor that h a s b e e n neg lec t ed is the e n c l o s u r e of the p lace . 'Hie fabric 

is not dense ly c rea ted , the t w o d i m e n s i o n a l pat tern is sca t t e red all over wi thou t a light 

c o h e r e n c e in the p lan forms. 'I"he t o n u s of llic bu i ld ings a i e nol s i m p l e ihus m a k i n g litem 

s tand out m o r e as ob | cc l s in isolated s n i i o n n d i n g s The p i n e has lost lis s igntl icsainc in 

its w a y of ojiervitiou in the cilv. 

When considering the built fabric at Lotus Road, il revels that the buildings have l>eing 

evolving not al the scale of the human dimension but of another. 'Hie Central Hank 

building and Twin towers of Ixlielon Sq. stands as objects out of context. More of n 

enterprise culture is rcllecled by these buildings than of atcliitecliiie. '11 ic se-ale of man is 

lost in those blank facades of objets. The buildings aie not designed with proper and 

humanised ground floor s acknowledging the sheets bv llic absence pedestrian level 

activities 
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The concept of enclosure is lost with the modem attitudes of the city designing. The built 

fabric here has not applied with that concept, losing the expression of a sense of a place 

llic existence of these buildings do uol produce a cohesive visual quality with regards to 

il.s immediate context 

4 

The designers are influenced by llic altitudes of Modern Movement to crate individual 

buildings that is surrounded Ifoni private realm making it mi|>ossil>lc to the general public 

to access those places. l,.*ick of interaction of .people will decline the public realm of the 

city. 'llic area is mostly surrounded by live star tourist hotels that dcvoles the place lor the 

international tourists, not for the eveiyday inhabilanl of the city 



Fellah 

In cont ras t to the n txwc the roads in I 'e t lah has a t t emp ted to c r ea t e s e n s e by (lie built fabric 

by a d d r e s s i n g son ic of the d e s i g n p r inc ip le s of an u i b a n built fabr ic . Bill these a l s o h a v e n o 

projxir o rde r of an u rban buil t fabric. l ' v cn t hough !he e l emen t o f e n c l o s u r e is retained to a 

cer ta in cx tcn l , the bu i ld ings h a s nol c o m e u p to create a t w o d i m e n s i o n a l facade thai 

def ines the street. ' l i te e rec t ion of s ing le bu i l d ings , leads to l o s ing the sense of p lace wi th 

its h a p h a z a r d in llic a rch i t ec tu ra l qual i ty . B u i l d i n g s are not c o n n e c t e d lo each other 

proper ly , l eav ing m e a n i n g l e s s 1111-ulihsed spaces in l>elvveeii D i s r e g a r d for Ihe locale is 

evident in s o m e occas ions l eav ing g a p s lo lu i ther uu meai i i i ig lul d e v e l o p m e n t s . 

Cross roads ofl'cliah < 'i rss mails of Trtiah 

M o s t o f the r o a d s a re higli jy c o n g e s t e d w i th lot of traffic, w h e r e p e o p l e c a n ' t m a k e the full 

u s e of these p l aces to interact . 'Hie s ign i f icance of the p lace if oflcn lost by the a u t o m o b i l e 

d o m i n a t i n g the dai ly l ives of ou r s . 

A n o t h e r p r o b l e m of the bui ld fabric the if has been evo lv ing c a t e r i n g to specific functions 

a t different local i t ies , T h i s is d u e to s e p a r a t i o n of the uses a n d ac t iv i t i e s . In this s ense the 

buil t fabric loses its d ivers i ty in p r o d u c i n g signif icant si reel seni>cs t h u s resulting in only a 

fraction o f the society wil l l>c in l eg i a l ed , w h o s e se ived by that spec i f ic function. Th i s will 

a l s o lead into d e a d p laces o f the city a Her s o m e Innc o f the day . Fort a n d I 'et lah d o not 

funct ioned un the night a s a resul t of th i s : s t ress ing Ihe w a s t e d r e s o u r c e s at the very heat 

ol Ihe city. T o o v e r c o m e this it is a l w a y s r e c o m m e n d e d to mix the uses and act iv i t ies of a 

p l ace to g e n e r a t e signif icant a n d lively d e s i g n s in the built fabric. 
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W A T E R FRONTS 

The city ol* Colombo |*>ssosscs a large water Uwlv. 'Hie Meira I .ake a waslccl resource 

could l>e made lo crate a wonderful place tor the cih dwcllci 

The water fronts o l Heira lake m most parts ol die c i l v is neglect of lieavilv m terms ol 

physical use. visual appreciation and social integration Ihe water Iron! along Sir .lames 

Pieris Mw is not used properly to made into a physically approachable waterfront. The 

access lo die warlroiil is denied with barricades on the edge of Ihe waterfront and again 

across the road the there is no appreciation ol die water Uvlv from existing building 

bliK'ks. There is no contextual respond to t h e w a i n front b y the built fabric .thus 

disregarding Ihe visual appreciation Hol.li public lealm and the social interrelationships 

are denied at the water lrui.il making ii a dull atmosphere in llic vicimh 

lie >• (>o 

The SeenuimuiahiiYii 

Ihe Secniaiualakaya on the water Ixnly has Income, inst another syinl>ol in the city for tlie 

people. The disregard for the place has made conditions to such an extent that it just lies 

on water isolated by the public. 'ITiese condition had lead Ihe place which used to have a 

unique identity with the annual Nawain Perehara. lo a placeless phenomena in the city. 

http://Hol.li
http://lrui.il


fiC. 3(>l 

Water/front at O W. U'iirwar/lrna * / i r 

The walcrlronl along l.).K. Wijewardena Mw i s also a losl opportunity ol" making a 

significant place in die eilv The physical access, die visual and social integration is 

completely cut oul hoin the public realm Ihe water lioul has l>een utilised by ware 

houses, large stores and walled street edges, with unappealing road frontages and rows ot 

buildings along the walcr edge 'llieie are no linkages with the existing surrounding by 

the means of foot paths and s o o n The total ana around and the street ii sell is at a 

disadvantage, with visuai tvurier around the take I nless lemedies are taken for the 

revdalisalion ol the wasted |>oteulial it will lead to placelessness with a losl opportunity. 
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Fig. 3.65 

D.K Wyewardrna Mawatha 

J 

It is the same with the waterfronts along R.A de Mel Mw. and the Water front of Nawam 

Mw. These also have neglected to the same amount On the water, front along R.A D e Mel 

M w we can see shanty dwellers have illegally squatting or have encroached to the water 

edge making the place a mess polluting the water immensely. At Nawam Mw. too the 

water front is use to park vehicles along the edge. The buildings also does not 

acknowledge the presence of the water in their architectural presence. 



3.4 Making Successful Urban Places 

II is relatively simple task lo tlunk of a successful place, to go there and to know that this 

is good place. Bui it is much more difficult to know why a place is successful and whether 

and how success can generate recreatmg the conditions. This is as much a question of 

judgement and knowing how lo look as it is lor conceptual understanding. 

The key to all successful urban areas is transactions. You have lo have people, but tiiey 

must be doing something, they must l>e trading and interacting, m some way, not simply 

sitting in their house. Economic activity at many different levels and layers is the key to 

city life. Not culture, not good buildings, not even civic spaces, but rather economic 

activity and markets, and Uiercfore business and entrepreneurs. 

In order to have as many different tyjies of transaction, and as much volume of activities as 

ixxssible you need variety of activities, as you need variety of building types, a mixture of 

uses, blocks, building sizes, ages and economic conditions, type and adaptability. They 

also need lively uses on the ground floors, because this helps generate an active street Ide, 

can provide opportunities lo people watch and improve natural surveillance 

If you arc to have an active street life, you must have jxxlcslnati flow, therefore the concept 

of permeability is of key importance. People need lo be able to move around places wnh 

relative ease, crossing roads, seeing around comers, being tempted down the 'side streets 

of disorder' as well as sticking to the 'avenues of order' Permeability is the capacity to 

move into and through an area. One Uuiig which destroys permeability is the construction 

of large block with dead ground floor frontages and which lake too large footprint in die 

city. But of course , for people to want to move through an area, they must have things to 

do - which brings back to activity and jxjoplc aflractors. 

This necessitates taking a more holistic view of cities, culture, economy, and identify. 

Successful urban places combines many things, but in particular the opportunities to meet, 

conduct transact ions and experience diversify and variety. 



> 

CONCLUSION 

< 
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C O N C L U S I O N 

Modem bonds to places are declining in the contemporary urban society. Places are 

becoming less meaningful, they have lost their identity. The interrelationship of people 

and places are parting, enforcing deterioration of the public realm, mjecting placelessness 
in the locale. Cities were meant for the people in the past. The street, the most important 

aspect of urban design, as a linkage of all scales of interaction are being invaded adversely 

by the automobile. Mass Media, consumerism and international styles of architecture, 

homogenisation of culture makes many urban places similar in material form. A sense of 

"dwelling" is often lacking, in that the wholeness of place has become fractured. 

The study examined the concepts and definitions of places as against the causes for 

placelessness in the first chapter. It investigated the adverse factors which resulted in 

placelessness in the contemporary urban places. It further examined the morphological 

structures of the built fabric of the urban form and its relationship with the people in the 

third chapter. The study further focused the relationship of man to the street, its activities 

and movement patterns, and how he perceives it as a place in order to determine 

placelessness in the city, in terms of the built fabric, the streets and the waterfronts which 

has become a wasted resource in making a place. 

Certain selected areas in the City of Colombo was chosen t examine the relevance of the 

above concepts in the present day context. Sadly it was seen that there is gross violation 

and non-adherence at every turn, by the designers, developers, government authorities, 

private entruprenurers, small businessman including pavement hawkers and city dwell ers-

to all sacred principles of what a city should be. 

Streets are invaded by the automobile. The linkage that sold be provided by the city roads 

are badly congested by non-moving or snail-paced traffic. Streets and roads does not 

provide for pedestrian traffic. Path ways for pedestrians are blocked or obstructed by 

hawkers and small businessman. Breadth of the roads are blocked or narrowed due to 

adhoc vehicle parking. This makes the pedestrian to move helter-skelter on all parts of the 

street. 

The fabric of many buildings does not provide permeability at ground floor level. This 

denies the people making the street a place for interaction. The street line and the ground 

floor level of the building does not combine the uses and activities of people. Therefore 
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there is no space of place to make the street a hving organism. It overflows with people 

and vehicular traffic during day, and at night if turns out to be a deserted empty space-this 

vividly brings out the plaeelessness of place in the Colombo City. 

The building fabric does not contributor to a picturesque sky line. Adhoc and incongruent 

budding structures and objects mars the sky line in an irregular and unconventional 

manner. 

The waterfronts meticulously planned and executed by the British and the Dutch are being 

abandoned as backwaters. The beauty and the value of the place which could be derived 

from water has been neglected. However there is evidence of half heated effort to 

rejuvenate the waterfronts. 

The requirement today is an overall city design and plan . Plarining should be handled by 

competent designers who understand and appreciate aesthetic beauty. Who could think 

beyond commercialism and quick profit. 

The urban spaces we create are more than just the sum of our recreational and commercial 

areas, they are an outward expression of our social attitudes and values. We have too 

readily forgotten these qualities before. N o w is the opportunity to revive old spirits and 

encourage a joint vision of hoe our cities can be. We must have sensitivity to rekindle our 

old centres whilst also having the courage to create them afresh if this is what they need. 

We must also balance this approach by returning the mix back to development strategies 

so that we create public realm that is not only fit for the purpose of the city life but increase 

its quality. What we do today will be what we have to look back in the future. 

With fast spreading open market system and privatisation bordering on laissez-faire some 

direction at central level may become necessary to preserve Colombo as a Living City 
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